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To all outward appearances the
Austrian offensive In the Italian theater thus far has met with failure all
along the front from the Venetian
Alp to the Adriatic sea.
In the hill region additional ground
has been recaptured from the invaders
while along the Piave river, where intensive fighting Is in progress at some
points with fluctuating results, the
balance seems to sway in favor of the
Italians.
South and east of Asiago the French
and Italians have retaken Pennar, Ber-tig- o
and cosialunga. past which the
Austrians had hoped to push their
front and gain the Astico river valley,
which leads to Vieenza on the plains
belov.
Not alone were the positions regained, but more than 200 prisoners fell
into the hands of Lhe allied troops.
On their part over the entire mountain region, the Austrians have remained quiet except when compelled
to go on the defensive and then their
efforts to hold back their antagonists
have lacked the stamina usual in men
whose hearts are in their task. This
condition has prevailed since the first
onslaught of the enemy was summarily stopped by the fire of thu British
French and Italian forces formingwthe
"
barrier t
plains.
Setbacks for Invaders.
More heart is being thrown into the
work by the enemy along the Piave
from the Montello plateau southward
to the region lying east of Venice.
Here he still seems, notwithstanding
his heavy losses and numerous reon various sectors,

on

bent

pulses
throwing his armies across the stream
or pushing further westward with his
forces that already have forded it.
Nevertheless, further setbacks to the
Austrians have followed those of past
days on the Montello, where the Italians are viciously disputing the right
of way to the plains- likewise, near
the famous Zenson loop, further down
the stream, the enemy's heavy attacks
have been held and under the impetus
of the Italian counter blows, he has
fallen nearer the river for reinforcements hastily brought up.
Still further south, between Fossalta

and Kan Dona Dl Piave
have further pushed back the invaders
and unofficial reports assert that they
have recaptured the village of Capo
Sile, lying on the edge of the marsh
hisregion some twenty miles cast of
toric Venice.
Bridges are Swept Away.
It is not outside the 'range of possiAusbility that a large number of the
trians are In a fair way to be taken
prisoner by the Italians for a large
number of the pontoon bridges which
they threw across the Piave oveis the
mile front befourteen and
tween the Conegllano railway bridge
carried
and the Zenson loop have been swollen
away on the bosom of the
of
these
loss
stream. At any rate the
Imbridges will necessarily seriously Auspede the reinforcement of the
trians on the west bank of the stream,
and the replenishment of their sup.
i
plies.
Meanwhile the food situation and
of the people withweariness
war
the
in the dual (monarchy again are making troubli for the authorities. are
Troublous times also seemingly
in store for the German government
owing to the lack of bread. In Vienna
raided
mobs are reported to have
of
bakeries 8d stoned the residence
the premier antl even to have attacked one of the wings of the Imperial
out
palace. Troops had to be called
to restore order.
I"
Little Klfchtlnfr
Little fighting Is in progress on the
battle fields in France and Belgium,
duels continue
although the artillery
violent on various sectors. The Amerback the Gerforced
icans again have
mans northwest of chateau, Thierry
In the Marne region, this time without the enemy offering resistance.
a.
The Americans heavily shelled
and
desired seotor of the Belleau woodstartwhen they had finished this and
ed forward they found the Germans
had fled, bag and baggage. The
Americans advanced their line more
than half a mile.
one-ha-
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Washington, June 20. Japanese in
tervention in Russia and activity of
German agents In Mexico trying to
foment disturbances in this country
so us to retard prosecution of the war,
were discussed in the senate today
during a debate precipitated by Senator Sherman of Illinois, republican.
Senator Sherman said Japan is
anxious to enter Siberia because of
the menace that a Germanized Russia
would be to her, and desires American
and allied aid because she cannot undertake the expedition alone.
"It is well understood," the senator declared, "that the United States
opposes action by Japan. Great Britain and France favor it. We must
trust Japan and ask her to attack the
government that menaces her by making a drive through Asia. The administration and the senate must take the
responsibility for further delay."
Hitchcock of Nebraska,
Senator
chairman of the senate foreign relations committee, in reply, said:
"It is a great mistake to Rive out
the impression that Japan wishes to
intervene." He declared that Japan Is
no more anxious to Invade Russia than
is the United States or any one of the
allied governments, and added that he
doubted that Japan would want to go
In even with American and filled a
"""''
Hitchcock Correct?
Senator King of Utah, democrat,
told the senate that he knew from official sources that Senator Hitchcock
was correct and that "four weeks ago
Japan was opposed to sending an expedition unless for her own protection, and that she was not then convinced that a military expedition
would be to her advantage."
Discussing German agents In Mexico. Senator Sherman said vigorous
steps should be taken against disturbing elements In this country who, cooperating with like groups in Mexico,
are planning violence in America at
the Instigation of German agents.
German officials and military officers,
he said, enjoy close relations with Car- ranza officials.
Warning against what he termed
more watchful waiting
in Russia
and Mexico, Senator Sherman said
he desired to awaken house opposition
to the necessity of opposing the effort
of the Russian bolshevik government
to secure recognition by the Unlled
Slates. The American government, he
added, may be asked within rortyv
elght hours to recognize a bolshevik
ambassador from Russia.
hi-- ,
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With the American Army in France,
June 20 (by the Associated I'ress.)
At dawn this morning the American
troops stormed German trenches and
machine gun nests in front of Cantig-nIn the Montdidier district. Those
of th German garrison wio remained
to fight and carry out their orders to
hold positions at any cost, were killed
by rifle and machine gun fire and
bayonet.
The Americans also took prisoners.
The American artillery put dpwn a
heavy box barrage on the rear of the
enemy positions. A few minutes later
the infantry swarmed over the top
and rushed the trenches. Some of the
Germans had tried to escape through
the barrage, crashing to their rear,
but few of them got through, for
numerous German dead were found
later.
y,

Prisoners captured declare that
they had orders to hold on at all costs,
and this was apparent by the desperate manner In which they fought. The
battle was short but deadly, for the
enemy positions were swept clean of
Germans. The official report says that
a great many Germans were killed.
One machine gun nest containing
eight men, which had been sprinkling
Cantigny for some days, was blown up
by a direct hit from a trench mortar
bomb.
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Washington, June 20. To agree
upon a price for steel for a period betemperature, v.
ginning July 1. the steel committee
of the Iron and Steel institute will
IXKJAL REPORT.
meet the war industries board tomor'.,-- '
A summary of local weather condi- row. The period for which the pres;
ended
ent price was fixed by the government
hour
tions for the twenty-fou- r
ends June 30 and tomorrow's conat 6 p. m. yesterday follows: Maximum temperature, $2 degrees; mini-- . ference will be for the purpose of demum, f 1; range, 31; temperature at 6 termining whether that price be continued or aa increase be granted, y
p. m., 77 south wind; partly cloudy.
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Washington, Juno 20. Methods by
New York. June 20. While shield-In- g
which contingent fee contract agents
his brother, John J. O'Leary,
in Washington suppressed competifrom charges of criminally aiding his
tion in bidding on government war escape from trial last month for alonlcrs, inflated
prices, manipulated
leged violation of the espionage act,
bids and even "double crossed" their Jeremiah A. O'Leary, the Sinn Fein
own clients by representing competfcp srrc n woo o
leader pictured himself as on the
ing contractors, wore uncovered today verge of nervous collapse when he
exin
tic
of
German soldier
Thousands
were rapt unci by
r.rltfsli during the German offensive of March on ilio by the department of Justice
fled to the west May 7. He was laborplains of I'lcarilj. This photograph shows one camp be hid the lint tilliil with the captive Teutons watting to amining correspondence seized til
ing under the obsession, ho Indicated,
be sent to Hie Internment camps In lCngluiHl.
raids on the contract brokers' offices. that government agents had entered
Some manufacturers paid thousands Into a conspiracy to have him sent to
of dollars for "purely Imaginary sery-ics- " prison.
of the contract agents, who often
Deserted by his counsel, Henry A.
turned over confidential Information
TO AID
of bids to other clients or used them Wise, who had been advised by govtheir own ernment agents, the Kinn Fciner asto enter lower bids In
names, said a review of the findings serted, not to connect himself with
issued by Assistant Attorney General tho case as it might Jeopardise hla
Houston Thompson, in charge of the
IN STAVING ,
rcputution, Jeremiah
liy representing several professional
prosecutions,
convinced h
competitive bidders at th0 same time, O'Learynotsaid he became advisers
who
olr.aln other
agents sought to have manufacturers could
(ly Mornliitf .fournal SeHnT Leased Wire)
and that
him
defend
branches
could
offices
properly
the
brokers'
consider
More
20.
thanJuno
.London,
100,000 persons l,iavc gone of the manufacturers' business, sup- (his so preyed upon his mind that he
liTi strike in the Volcan arsenal and the
Warschal.owski air- ply the agent with letter heads and bocame thoroughly disorganiied."
Left Against Brother's Advice.
to represent the contractor
plane works in Vienna, according to a dispatch frjom Zurich authority
Against tho advice of his brother.
to the Exchange Telegraph. The dispatch adds tha.t riots have direct.
witness said, he left New .York
the
"Some letters to favored clients,
with Arthur I Ijyons, an employe of
. IBV MORN,H JOURNAL Pr,AL LIAVBO MR1
occurred at Favoriten, Margerethen, Ottakins and TJrigittenay, said the department of Justice anand there
nouncement, "contained promises not his law office, for St.
Juno
Amsterdam,
Message.
suburbs of, Vienna.
would not return "to
' here from
to put bids for certain oilier concerns decided thirt-hGermany make it
nor
put be persecuted." The public mind had
represented by tho ngrutii,
clear that the latest troubles in the
In touch with the business, if been so "poisoned"
through "prejuh,.m
London, June 20. The workmen's council of Vienna in an tho favored client desired to bid.
dunl monarchy" over the food situadiced" newspapers, ho declared that
to
was
bis
had
he
would have
scheme
tion never have been equalled since
trial,
returned,
favorite
"Another
a
pension ending Thursday morning adopted
resolu
or options from sev- been a "political hippodrome for the
tho beginning of the war.
tion demanding that the bread ration be raised immediately et quotations
were
thus
fiends."
newspaper
eral manufacturers who
The Austrian
Dr. von and that until it reached normal size
premier,
Through a long
greater quantities of Mlminatcd from direct withgovernment
Seydler, in a statement to the press
the
reiterated his statement that
O'Leary
The
agent,
be
victuals
bidding.
other
the
to
'given
population,
according
reports
or .this
there hud been no collusion between
representatives at Vienna, announced
price knowlodge.
and
name
and
transmitted by the Exchange Tele would then bid in bis own
himself, his brother and Lyons relathat as a rtsult of recent negotiations reacnings Copenhagen
if awarded the contract, proceeded to tive to his flight. He declared John
tho. Gorman government declared it- graph company.
that his
it by cxerclHing the option given was given the Impression
self ready to advance Austria a cerThe council protested against the adoption of a policy of rill tho
brother had gone to Newburgh, N. Y..
manufacturer who quoted the
by
tain quantity of grain, and he added,
of
to fish, rest and recuperate and that
some hundreds of wagon loads were not summoning parliament and demanded that wages be raised lowest price to him. Tho benefits
were thus appropriates he Intended returning for trial.
and night work in the factories limited as the men and Women competition
already on the way.
In
An hour or so before train time.
of
Instead
resulting
hv the agents
Germany had thus again proved Us are unable to do hard work owing to the lack of food. Finally low
O'Leary declared, he was persuaded
prices to tho government.
fraternal attitude in the alliance, he
by Lyons not to go to Newburgh, but
continued, but the supply in Austria ,ne council requested tne working people to prevent riots in
to accompany Lyons to Ueno, Nev.,
still was so scanty as to make it im- ;he streets.
MAY HAVE CLEW TO
instead.
possible for tho present to remove tho
Ho had
O'Leary testified,
restrictions on bread rations.
K, C.JVTAN'S SLAYER that Lyonsarranged,
should represent him in
The Hungarian government also
trial
of
a
divorce
the
action at Reno,
had promised to send foodstuffs, espervln Coin.. June 20. A and this was the object of his assistcially considerable quantities
new
of
TO
J
Mrs.
Frank
ant's
the bull by
"took
as
v
vnmnn known here
trip. Lyons
potatoes.
tho horns," O'Leary said, bought two
Dears, and who with a man giving
"The readiness of Germany and
tho. nnrre, of Frank Thomas, was or tickets for St. Louis without consultHungary to assist," said the premier,
rested at Raton N. M., Monday night ing him and then prevailed upon him
will ulleviute in n short time the
hardin connection with the death of Joo to go west.
ship yet to be suffered before tho new
B
The defense laid much emphasis on
Morinn, a pawnbroker, in Kansas ny.
hnrvest. The people who have disto show that
tending
Mo., May 24, last, was identified today testimony
played wonderful patriotism, during
as Mattie Howard, who engaged the O'Leary. since his return from Sara.
the war, will certainly endure this last
mom in the Kansas T'liy apartment Wash., Tuesday, in custody of federal
transitory restriction in a uplrit of
hhuse where Morlno's body was found. officers, had had no opportunity of
sacrifice, and thereby contribute to
to conferring with his brother, his counThe Identification,
according
the successful termination of the conKansas City detectives who were at sel or others Interested In John's beflict forced upon us."
ho
Katon today, was mado by Ira Allen, half, relative to the testimony
today. Then Earl B. Barnes, the'
porter of the apartments, who was gave
assistant
district
attorney prosecUtlnu
taken to llaton for that purpose.
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They also said tho man and woman the acase, elicited from the Sinn Feln-e- r
20. If preparations
statement
June
Ac,
thHt
he had read In
Atlantic
with
20.
An
I'aris,
to
lort.
return
Kansas
June.
to
City
agreed
CONDITION
SOUND
this morning's New York American
already under way may bo taken as Ainurlcan steamer arriving hero to out extradition papers.
an
B. Felder. attorInterview
with
T.
a criterion, the coming Fourth of day from a Conlral American Port
Imr MOHNIN JOURNAL RPICAL LIAKD W,RI
ney for John J. O'Leary, which gave
4
be
celebrated
the
that
m.
at
p.
by
repotted
yesterday
Felder's version of the testimony JereWashington, June 20. Resources of July may
miah "was expected to give" at the
national banks on May 10. the date of French in a manner which Is unpre- afternoon, ISO to 200 miles south of
AG
INS
the last national bank call, were US
trial today, "If he told the truth."
cedented. 'Maurice Damour, a mem- Kandy Hook, sho sighted a submarine
2411,000,000, an increase since March ber of the chamber of deputies has and was
Admits Neelng Papers.
This
pursued by the
4 of $234,000,000 and an
This paper, O'Leary said, he had
Increase since written a long article for the Jour- is the first report of the appearance
seen (it tho Tombs prison, where he
May 1, 1917, of $2 105,000,000. De tins-It- s
raider so far north since
has been confined.
on May 10, Comptroller of the Cur- nal calling upon all Frenchmen to of a German
Papers spread
were sunk by submarine atships
QUASHED
In
writes:
the
'He
celebration.
Williams
rency
upon the floor of his cell as a "makeannounced
off the Jersey Coast in the lattoday, Join
tacks
amounted to $14. S85. 000,000 which
shift
were dated
as
and
much
which
is
"The Fourth of July is
carpet"
ter pa.i t o May.
as far back as June 5. furnished him
$53,000,000 less than on March 4 but a French holiday as American. It is
The.
ha
on
said,
that
captain
put
with Information as to the progress
$1,309,000,000 more than May 1, 1917. a world holiday. France must not full speed,
and escaped
Loans and discounts May 10 were content Itself with a few official
of his brother's trial, the witness adBY
the
His
by
outdistancing
Ship
mitted.
$9,280,000,000 or $120,000000 moro manifestations. The whole people of carried 67 passengers.
than on March 4.
O'Leary maintained his composure
Franco must celebrate. All the
The fact that the American steamThe banks' reserve amounted to
throughout the day's questioning. A
ho uses in J'arls and the provinces ship was armed probably
prevented
an excess of $114,000,000 must be decorated with French and her from
smile overspread his features most of
being held un and sunk bv
the time, but once or twice he became
above the amount required by law. American flags. Processions must be the
which came to the but-- '
IRr MORN, HO JOURNAL RRICAL LIAIID WIR
The total reserve amounted to
as to tha
organized In I'aris. Flowers must he face within half a mile of the steam20. Federal Judge nettled when questioned
June
Chicago,
Washcent.
of
he claimed
to hava
statute
"persecution"
per
deposited before the
Tho
the
dismissed
crew
Landis
navy
charges
ship.
gun
today
prepared
ington and the American flag Inmust to lire but the submarine almost In- against eight of the 109 1. W. W. fearod from the government.
all
be raised at the samo hour
leaders on trial for violations of the
stantly submerged.
cities, towns and Villages of France.
The ship ran all night- - with lights espionage act. The action wus taken RATE DECISION IS
same
In all the schools at the
out, life boats swung and passengers on motion of Chief prosecutor Frank
moment, the teachers should explain wearing life belts.
TO BE MADE TODAY
K. Ncbeker, who believes
that the
the meaning of the celebration and
governor has not presented sufficient
the reasons why France and America
to
evidence against the defendants
MORNINO
JOURKAL IPICIAL LIAIIO WIRII
should remain united forever.
warrant a conviction. The court overlune 20. An order
us celebrate
Washington,
F.
July Fourth,
"Iet
a
ruled
motion
George
by
Attorney
(V MORNINO JOURNAL RRICAL LlARIO WIRR1 '
which In 1776 Baw the birth of G,
de refusing to reopen the application of
for
the
counsel
chief
Vandcveer,
tho leading express companies for 10
American liberty and one of the
Paris, Juno 20 (via Ottawa).
fense, to direct verdicts of not guilty per cent
incrosse in rates so at in connoblest nations of the world."
Eight hundred and thirty-fiv- e
defendants.
other
eighteen
against
Increase of 15 per cent was
sider
German airplanes have been deThe defendants ordered discharge handedan down
by the Interstate com
stroyed since January 1, accordS.
A
Ariz.
are:
ADOPT
Globe,
Culver,
Koger
CATHOLICS
merce commission today and a few
BY
III.
ing to an official announcement
Rockford,
Harrison,
Hnights,
minutes lates was withdrawn without
.lust made which tends to prove
Otto Justh, Detroit,
WASHABLE UNIFORM
Mich.; Joseph
that the German . communiques
W. E. Mat- - explanation.
Hammond,
Uaukls,
Ind.;
The commission Is expected to jrrv
are not reliable when dealing
tingly, Minneapolis, Minn.; Paul Plki, a decision in a few
r UORNINO JOURNAL IHCItl. LlARIO WIRI
with losses of airplanes.
days on the 10 per
III.:
Waltter
Wilson,
Hecder,
Chicago,
cent application.
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The statement says that on
Chicago. June 20. Members of the
Lords-burand
Abraham
Okla.,
Rodriguez,
includThe commission is expected to anCatholic Hospital association,
June 2 the Germans lost forty-eigh- t,
N. M.
nounce
mother
tomorrow, its decision on tha
while on June 9 and 10
ing 500 mothers general and
half of tho hosexpress rate increase application fop
of their mathere were forty-nin- e
superior, representing
IN
LEADS
WHEAT0N
States
which
of
has
been pending since last fall.
the
I'nited
chines brought down. The Hrlt- capacity
pital
MORMIHO
JOURNAL RRCCIAL LlARIO Wilt
It is understood that although tho acIsh were responsible for the deand 'Canada, today voted to adopt a
(r
IN
RACE
MINNESOTA
tion will be favorable, consideration
of those
With the American Army In France,
washable uniform with a curtailed
struction of thirty-thre- e
has been given to the suggestion of
lost on the latter date,
veil attending the sick, instead of the June 20 (by the Associated Press).
While
now
i The
worn
sisters.
that' a flat increase would-no- t
German official statement
Rr
The
has
HORNINO
by
been more
JOURNAL RP8CIAL LIAIID W1RI1
shippers
enemy
garments
artillery
be Justified for all classes of servwashable gowns now are worn In clin- active on tho Toul sector since the
St. Paul, Minn., June 20. Interest
asknowledges the loss of ten on
ical work, the veils have been de- heavy gassing to which the Americans In the Minnesota
June 2 and eight on June 9 and
election ice and localities.'
10.
The commission today Incidentally
clared undesirable by surgeons. Tho subjected them yesterday. The In- continues to center primary
in the race for
of
in
the
the
The monthly losses during the
nursing gowns
honors. handed down an order denying the)
change
fantry action has been confined, how- democratic
gubernatorial
.
sisters will be made subject to approv- ever, to an attempted raid, in which With 2,869 precincts
out of 3.119 In application of the leading express
present year follows:
JanuaYy, 'France 20 and Geral by the ecclesiastical authorities.
for permission to aponly sixty men participated, In spite the state reporting, Fred E. Whet ton companies
The sisters condemned the practice of the German
official
many 78; February, France 18
statement, of Minneapolis is leading Judge W. L. ply for 15 Instead of 10 per cent
fees
as
of
"an which said they had penetrated the Comstoek of Mtuikato by 405 votes.
and Germany 79; March, France',
by surgeons
splitting
higher rates, and promptly withdraw
50
and nefarious practice" American lines at Seicheprey.
unethical
and Germany 186; - April,
Gov. J. A. A Burnquist is leading this order when it was found that the
France 48 and Germany 136;
The Germans have thrown about C. A. Lindberm in the republican decision on the 10 per cent phasa of
which they pledged themselves to
May, France 60 and Germany
"keep out or ropt out of our hospi- 6,000 shells along the, American front race for nomination as governor by the application did, not accompany til?
tals." '
in me vvoevre.
.,
order,.,
nearly 60,000 votes.
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835 German Planes
Have Been Downed
Since January One
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Domoiistr.iti' :i i.
London, June 20. Heavily
private messages rm iv.'l in
Stockholm indicate that pcu-- f demonstration were hold recently n ISerlin,
Hamburg and Cologne anil tlmr rev'
cral workmen were killed and many
persons arretted, says a. dispa.rh to
the Morning Post. The police and
military dispersed crowds of dei.iun-strant-

s.

Xew Tjihs of "Unsinlcililr
ship."
Washington, June 20. A new tvpe
of "unslnkable" ship is being built in
America.
It became known lod.iy
that contract for ten or the rtw-ihave been let by the Frcm-g ncru-men- t
to nn American yard. The
is the work of n Frenchman anil
emhodles principles hitherto untried,
details of which are being hep'.
t.
de-si-

;in

RHEUMATIC AM MONEY I!. IS
Are you troubled with rheumatism,
kidney or bladder cffeetlonR? Any such
symptoms as swollen muscles or jutnts,
backache, headache, rtinxiiicss, nervousness, played-ou- t
feeling, urinary Irregularity, puffiness under the eyes?
You need Foley Kidney Pills. Mrs.
Frank P. Wood, R. V. b. 2. Morrill,
Maine, writes: "I found relief as noon
as I began taking Foley Kidney Pills.
My husband also received much benefit from them. Ho was so lame he
could not stoop over; now fce feels uo
pain." Sold everywhere.
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Ma J. Kdward
Va.;
Corporal
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June 20. The army
Washington,
casualty list today contained seventy-thre- e
names, divided as follows:
Killed in action, 17; died of wounds,
9; died of airplane accident, 2; died
of disease, 7; died of accident and
other causes, 1; wounded severely,
decree undetermined,
32; wounded,
4; missing in action, 1.
Killed in Action.
Units. Henry U Kddy. New Britain,
'.
Conn.; Judson
(lalloway,
N. Y.; Corporals
John C.
lirown, Atlanta, Kans.; George 1).
Hole, New Haven, Conn.; John H.
Owen, Mattoon, Wis.; Wagoner John
T. Cassidy, Providence, U. 1.: Mechanic Hay Ahanson, Shell Lake, Wis.; Privates
Townsend.
Harry I'.arriek.
Mont.; Patrick liurthelotte. P.ackoo,
N. I).; Hiram (J. Cox, Fairmount, Ind.;
William Gallagher, I,ondondcrry, Ireland; Fred J!. Jenkins,
lluntsville,
Ky.; Frank Just, Pennyan, N. Y.; JoH.
seph
McAvoy, Chicago; Joseph H.
Began, J'ittsficld, Mass.; John Steveri-soMarvin Williams,
Chicago;
Collinsville, Ala.
Hieii of Womiils.
Lieut. Calvin I,. Capps, Lucana, N.
Jim Arnold,
Belie
('.: Mechanic
P.uckle. Teiin. Privates:
Reuben W.
Bieseeki r, Mondovi, Wits.; Hai ry T.
Crooking, KirksvMIe,
Mo.; Antonio
Grass, Mozzano, Italy; Clarcivo St.
John, Cleveland; Hale L. Scotl,
Walter Ktelniaszek,
.;
Mills,
South Chicago, 111.; Sergeant Kdw.ard
A. Tenluoeck, Springfield,
Alas;;.
Diixl

II

June 20. Although
Washington,
thero have been various reports recently of the destruction by patrol
vessels and armed steamers of one or
more of the German submarine
off the Atlaittie coast, it was
learned authoritatively today that the
navy department is without evidence
that would justify tho belief that any
of the sea wolves have been accounted
for.
A close study of the reports made
by masters of ships sunk or attacked
has suKcested to some naval experts
that the raiders are of a, special type
in which sliced has been svrlfit'ed to
fuel capacity, enabling the raiders to
remain away from their bases for long
periods..
In OhicusKinK today the many re
ports thnt have been circulated about
since
the destruction ,of the
thev first appeared in American
waters nearly almonth (il'o, Assistant
Secretary Uooseielt said this situation
is merely a repelitinn on a small sale
of the P.ritisli admiralty.
Miv Roosevelt had before him the
quarterly report of the admiraty oh
submarine losses, tho items Included
beiiiK only those which were considered of sufficient credibility to warrant consideration.
reports, Mr.
Takim; J on typical
Roosevelt explained that 50 per cent
dismissed
been
had
them
of
by the
British authorities as "hishly improby
able."
After careful
per cent of the submarines reported
as
listed
were
sunk
"possibly damaged."

Absolutely clean and sanitary and looks it A
Refrigerator you are proud to show to your friends.
Why buy a Refrigerator represented to be "just
as good" when the Genuine "Leonard" can be bought
for the same price or less.
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Montgomery, Ala., June 20. Second Lieut. Halhert Clark of Washington, I). C, was killed and Cadet Aviator Erdman was injured today near
Taylor field by tho fall of an airplane
in which they wire flying tit a height
of S00 feet.
Memphis. Tenn., June 20. Losing
control of his airplane while attempting landing, Cadet Flyer H. W.
of Lewisburg, Tenn., fell
several hundred feet at Park field,
Millington, Tenn., today and was
Aberdeen, Miss., June 20. Lieut.
Leo M- Itines, Kllin wooib Kan., and
N. Y.,

mm

Slioults, Alexandria,
Kdward
Lowery,
Princeton, Ky.; Fireman Juan Dice,
OF DISLOYALTY
( olonia, Spain.
Privates: Percy Her
ein, Lisbon, N. H.; Percy K. Cold
Mass.:
William
Attleboro,
Hill,
P.ocheport. AM.; Robert A. Murray,
Jr., liramtree, Mass.
BV HORNINV JOURNAL SRSCIAL LEASED WIRIl
Iiel of Airplane
Kansa.i City, Mo., June 20. The
Lieut. Joe G. Trees, Pittsburgh, Pa.;
Kansas City Star today announced
Sorgt. Frank Funis, Valley Falls, li. I that
A. F. Seested, general manager
Died of Accident niul ((her Cause.
of the paper, has received a telegram
Private Thomas l'ayne, Dayton, O. from
Vice President Marshall stating
that In his speech before tho Indiana
democratic convention ft Indianapo
lis, yesterday, he .did not accuse Mr.
Seested of disloyalty.
ELD
The Slur's statement follows:
"In answer to a telegram from A.
F. Seested. general manager of. the
fitar. setting forth further farts r
gnrding tho correction of a flaw in
A3
his citizenship, Vice President Mar
shall replied today:
"'Richmond, Ind. A. V. Seested,
Kansas City Slar: Message Just, re
ceived. Hid nol accuse you or any
AN
body else of disloyalty in discussing
what T think unjust criticism of the
president's course. Hid nny you were
not a citizen when war was declared,
hut deny anybody's right, lo say that
(V MOftNIMa JOURNAL SPECIAL LKAtO WIKB1
I mean thereby to accuse yon of dis
New York, June
with Kelix A. hiommei field, a Herman, loyalty, for I had no Ktioh purpose.
".'THOMAS R. MARSHALL.
well
known
in Mexico,
had with
Stallforlh, Interned alien
enemy, and the belief that while
Sommerfield was anent here for the
Madero government and Villa, he
acted also as an tiweiit for Germany,
have led to his arrest for internment
as an enemy alien.
Sommerfield was Riven into custody
las! niRht at the Hotel Aster. Federal
agents said they had discovered he
had hail several conferences with
Stallfoith, who was formerly president of the Hotany Worsted
Mills,
taken over some time bko by the alien
CHATEAU
custodian.
The officials
property
also assorted their relief that while
Sommorfleld was acting for Villa and
Madero he supplied
Germany with
first hand information of Mexican and
tRELHOINtNO JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE)
American affairs.
With the American Forces on the
Kommcrfield first left derma nv in Marnc. Juno 20 (by the Associated
1102 and caruo to the United
States. Press). The American troops in this
Ho returned to Germany
in 1900, sector attacked the German line
served in the army, later studied min- northwest of Chateau Thierry dulng
ing enpincennK,
returning to the the night, and mado an adlanco of
Hulled States In 19011 and then Kolng
a
driving the
to Mexico where, as a mininc engi- Germans backrffrom mile,
a nmall pocket, on
neer he in said to have amassed a tho north side of llelleau wood.
The
large fortune.
Americans occupied the Germans pos
itions without resistance from the en
Join tlio 'Two-nil- "
Jtmt Cross Club. emy, tho Germans having withdrawn
when the short and sharp preliminary
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pated. Hut our losses were not light.
Our first infantry captain to die in action (Quesen berry) was killed that
morning at the head of his men. Five
out of the six lieutenants 'up' at the
time were wounded, and the sixth followed his gallant captain. The sergeant spoke slowly when he recounted
the losses, hut he was jubilant when
he recalled the perfect support givon

by the artillery. W"e knew that the
first great test had come, and that

"Americans had not been found wanting in courage, initiative and skill."

ENEMY RAILROAD
YARDS BOMBED BY
YANKEE

BUN

ENEMY ALIEN

SLIGHT GAINSAT

THIERRY

R
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Washington, June 20. Successful
bombing of the German railroad yards
at Conflans was reported today in
tesnerai J 'ersinng's communique for
yesterday. Artillery activity at various
points, tiie repulse of nn enemy raid
in tne VVoevre and the capture of
more prisoners by American
patrols
crushing i no Maine, also was announced.
The communique follows:
"Section A: Artillery, fighting and
wero again marked
patrolling
at several activity
points. Gas was extensively
used in the Woevre and Lorraine.
On
the Maine front our patrols brought
back from across the river prisoners
taken in the course of an encounter
with hostile
Four of our men
are missing. patrols.the Woevre a raid
attempted by the enemy was repulsed
with losses.
"Las night our aviators were again
successful In bombing the railroad
yard tracks at Conflans.
Section R; There is nothing to report in this section." f
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A PAIR

Consists of Baby Mary Janes in black, patent and kid, with
one and two straps, and white canvas and tan kid with one straps- -

All at 73 Cents

or. coRN
'
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a Pair

BAREFOOT SANDALS
Over 1,000 pair Sandals, in all leathers
them to be sold at astounding low prices.

just when you need

ule Dry Goods Company
"We Do What We Advertise."
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FARMERS DOING
THEIR

PEACE

PART

WITH SECURITY IS

WORLD CONFLC T
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t
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Dubuque, la., June 20. American
food stocks Incransing because of the
efforts of farmer, were classed as an
additional guaranty of the successful
outcome of the war by Secretary of
Agriculture Houston, in nn address today before tho Iowa Hankers' asso
ciation.
Along with his presentation
of figures summarizing agricultural
accomplishment, ho called upon the
residents of cities and towns to see
that bountiful harvests promised do
not waste because of labor shortage.
Of the war itself he said:
'There is no wav out of this
business except through it."
this war will not be won bv t
miracle or by enchantment," he added. "There can bo no turning back,
no faltering, no hesitation.
We are
determined to tench the lesson that
law must rule among nations as
among
individuals and to establish
guarantees for future peaco and the
prevention of a recurrence of such a
calamity as this.
As to the agricultural effort during
13 )f, Secretary
Houston
said the
American
farmers had responded
Heartily to the call of the allied .populations for food.
Some Iinrgo lucre ses.
I' armors
planted 23,000,000 acres
more in leading food crops in 1317
than in 1!)16," he said. "They greatly
increased the number of livestock in
spite of cxportationa.
They increased
the number of milch cows bv 31)0,000,
of other cattlo by nearly
2.000.000,
the number of sheep, for the first time
in a generation and a half, by 1,300,"
000, and of swine by nearly 4,000,000.
In spite of exportations of horses and
miibs, they increased the number by
4,ri4.000. The indications are that they
will do even better this year.
Wo shall not fail to win the war
brcauso of food shortage nnd I need
not point out to bankers the large
bearing of this enormous production
on tho foundations and machinery of
finance and credit.
"We fight a nation that knows no
law. except its own law of necessity,
mado in Prussia, exclusively interpreted by her, and to be changed at
her will," be said In summing up
causes of the world conflict.
"From tli is power the orders came
to us In February, 191V. What answer
was there except one? Life Is precious, but not at the sacrifice of everything that makes it worth while, Na-at
tional peace is desirable, but not
the cost of everything that, makes a''
nation worth saving. We have discovered tho truth in Jefferson's asr
sertlon that the tree of liberty Is a
tender plant and that as It grows
from moro to more, It Jias to be water-iby the blood of patriots. We shall
not' fall. Wo are aligned with the free
forces of tho world, and have back of.
us the conscience of civilization."
'.

d

MORREL

DESIRED

Teutons Want to Stop the War
but Believe That Allies Are
Unwilling to Listen to

Rea-

sonable Terms.
I.V MORNIN9 JOURNAL

.PICIAL IIASED

WIRE

London. Juno 20. Philip Edward
Morrel, liberal, representing a small
pacifist group 'in the Jmnse of coin- mons today started a debate on the
question of peace by agreement, by- moving tne following resolution:
"That this house desires that tho
government will lose no diplomatic
opportunity to settle the problems of
the war by agreement; and that to
that end it expresses its opinion that
secret treaties with allied governments
should be revised since, in their present form they are inconsistent with
the object for which this country entered the war and aro, therefore, a
barrier to a democratic peace."
The motion was negatived without
division.
In moving his resolution Mr. Morrel
declared that thero was a passionate
desire for peace in Germany, if it
could be got with security, but the
Germans believed that the allies were
unwilling to listen to reasonable terms.
Defines Pence Offensive"
Philip Knowden, socialist, in supporting tlio resolution, asked Secretary Balfour to define what he meant
by "pence offensive."
Mr. l'alfour replied hn meant any
effort under tho guise of seeking an
honoraldo termination of the war, to
divide the allies nnd diseourago individual membership of the alliance.
Air. Balfour declared it was fact that
Germany was pursuing' her aim of universal domination with persistent and
elaborate care and foresight and with
a ruthless, cold blooded determination
which left Napoleonic traditions far
behind, "We never rejected proposals
which we thought had the slightest
probability of producing a reasonable
peace, and there Is no evidence whatever that the German government has
ever baen gerioun in making such
peace offers," he asserted.
Xo Offer to lUwtoro Belgium.
Contending that Belgium remained
Ihe greatest blow to German honor,
the secretary asked whether Germany
had ever in any document or speech
openly or plainly offered to restore
Belgium to ubsolute political and eco- '

able suggestions, if such suggestions
should be madev These treaties wero
entered into by 'his country with others as means of an alliance. By these
treaties we stand. Our national honor
is bound up in them.
"We have the. task before "s of doing all we can to restore Russia to
fuH national self conscienous. Every-tiou- y
sympathizes with the difficulties
in which that vast population finds
itself."

Hiin Aviator is Wounded.
Amsterdam, Juno 20. First
Loerzer ,one of Germany's
most famous air squadron leaders has
been wounded, tho Cologne Gazetto
reports. Lleutenont Loerzer is creditair
ed with having won thirty-thre- e
encounters for which ho received the
Order Pour Le Merlte.
Lion-tena-

Lieut. Pp. Itcszke Killed.

Paris, June 0. A son of Jean Po
has been
Reszke, the famous tenor,
killed on the front near- - Mery, south
He was a lieutenant
of Montdidier.
of chasseurs.
Choice, old alfalfa. Itriglit green.
E. W. FEE.
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KNOW POSLAM'S
RARE POWER TO
HEAL

CSV

Glrlsl
Make beauty lotion at
home for a few cents.
Try Itl

L FADS MAN

MORNING JOURNAL

ECZEMA

.

You cun make no mistake in
using
Poslam, first
and for all, to treat
Eczema or any Skin Disease. It is tho
remedy of concentrated healing propionics. Apply it right on the raw places
that burn and II eh they will be pacified, soothed, cooled, and will no
longer harrnss. Poslam has been considered a rare "find" by many who
never knew just what to iise to sccuro
real nml lasting relief for ailing skin.
Shortest way to eradicate Pimples,
)
Hashes, Inflammation.
Sold everywhere.
For free sample
write to Fmergency Laboratories, 243
West 47th St., New York City.
Poslam Soap, medicated with Poslam should bo used Ifsskin Is tender
and sensitive
;
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BLEACHED MUSLIN AT 18c Yd.
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Extra Good Quality Muslin, well known brand,
Special, a yard
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Sioux Falls. R. D., Juno 20. One
man is dead and at least six men who
failed to register are in the hands of
the police as a result of a "work or
fight" raid begun by the home guards
here, today. In addition an enemy
alien who had not registered was
taken in charge. The dead man is
Melvln Lundy of Sioux Falls. When
asked to show his registration card,
Lundy said it was in his room a few
blocks away. He came staggering In
a few minutes later and said "he never
had a card and never would." With
that, he fell over a desk and died ten
minutes later.
,
He had taken a mixture of several
kinds pf poison.

artillery bombardment indicated that
an Infantry attack would follow.
The Germans carried their material
with them In their retreat, and the
inerlcans, therefore, did not take any
Squeezo the juice of two lemons Into
machine guns. As a matter of course, a bottle
containing three ounces of
no
were
taken.
also,
prisoners
orchard white,
shike well, and you
One small salient is all that the en- nave a quarter
nint of th het frankin
emy continues to .hold in Relleau
lotion, and complexion beau-tiflewood.
at very, very small
cost.
Your grocer hnn tha lAmnnn nnd nnv
store
or
toilet
drug
counter will
three ounces Of nrnhnr.l whita supply
fon A
Undelivered Messages.
few cents. Massage this sweetly fragrant lotion Into thA face. nook, arms
and hands each day and see how
The following telegram remain
freckles and blemishes disappear and
at the Western X'nlon office; how clear,
soft and white the skin be- Dont WRlect the "Two-BitJ, n, Denney. James H, Hftddon,
cemea, ' arcei II it hurolssa,
Crpsj Club, Join today.
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18c

COLORED BATISTE AT 15c YARD
An Especially Fine Batiste,
wide, large,
assortment to choose from. Today Special at yd.
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ATHLETIC CORSETS, Special at 59c
Splendid Corset for Summer Wear.
Pink only. 'Today Special
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Clomlburst at Gohiriolil.
Goldfield. Nev.. June 20. Ooldfield
Was visited by another cloudburst last
night that flooded the lower flat of
the town to a depth of two feet. Tho
power plant and light linetS wore deAll trains were cancelled.
stroyed.
The water this time camo from north
The business section
of the town.
was not damaged.

THRIFT SPECIALS

WORK OR FIGH T

I

independence.
Ho knew of no
inomicoffer.
There had been suggest
ions but never A frank avowal"Certainly," he said, "the government is not going to shut their ears
to anything tha,t can be called reason-
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BIG SPECIAL VALUE AT
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For Freckles
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For TODAY and TOMORROW

five-eight-

Eating Corn
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Mrs. C. A. Wright of the
Wright Trading Post 4th
and Gold has been placed in
charge of this by the War
Savings Committee and will
return to you the full value
f the articles in stamps.

Dclails of the manner in which
Capt. Joe Quesentierry of Lua Cmces
was killed while acting major In command of Companies I and X, are told
by Daniel A. Poling, associate president of the United Socie'.y of Christian Kndeavor and who iu well known
in the state.
The article appears in the Christian
Endeavor World as follows: "The
morning was cloudy; mist was in the
air, and. a little later it began to snow.
We caught glimpses now and then of
another ruined village, the battalion
headquarters (a kilometer from the
head of the communicating trench),
where We reported before going on to
the most advanced positions. Presently we met a lietitenant coming out.
He was smiling, and without being
asked for information told us that
the enemy had come over in force
with shock troops, after shelling the
lines for 1,200 meters on either side
of the 800 meter front which bore the
full weight of the infantry attack.
He gave us no details, but, as he hurried on, lie assured us that 'the boys
brought away the bacon.'
We reported to the major on reaching headquarters, and learned from
him that the company
wo. had
planned to serve that morning had
been very 'hjjsy,' and that it was digging itself out, reopening the trenches
after the intense bombardment, clearing away the dead, looking titter the
wounded; and that he would prefer
to have these supplies taken into company K, where things were in better
order. He spoka
with pardonable
pride when ho informed us that already ihejiien: at tho most advanced
listening post had been served with
food and hot coffee. We Iwgan to understand the heavy filing of the
Our guns had been supmorning.
porting the infantry and German guns
Had been trying to silenco them.
"A sergeant, covered with blood
but happy, had ji'st made his report
for Company I. Ho accompanied us
until our paths, or rather trenches,
separated. He was going bark to the
'busy' portion of the front. His story
was interesting, to say the least. During the preparatory bombardment
which preceded tho raid he was buried
in a dugout. When the barrage lifted
for tho raiders to come across, he
dug frantically toward the faint light
thai came through it tiny opening In
the shattered roof.
two
Suddenly
hand grenades were hurled through
the little window of hope. Roth exploded, but the sergeant miraculously
escaped. Indeed, the grenades helped
him out! Ho dispatched the thrower
and leaped into tho heart of the
counter-atlaeHow
fierce
that
counter-attack
was may be Judged
from the fact that, every commissioned
officer of his company was killed o
wounded before it was crowned with
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M. Roberts, of Water-town- ,
are dead, and Lieut. Robert O. Moore, Kltnwood Plane, Ohio,
may die as "the result of an airplane
collison today at an altitude of 1,700
feet near Payne field.
triumph.
"The Germans were forced into
our supporting barrage, and were virtually annihilated. It was a demoralBID
ACCUSE
ized remnant, indeed, that reached
German Hues lo make a report far
different, from what had been antici-

Lieut., Francis

Act-blen-

CLP

OUESENBERRY DIED

Has No Action in France Which Re
Navy Department
Evidence to Warrant Claim
sulted in Death of New Mex
That Any of the German
ico Man Was First Big Test
Subs Have Been Destroyed,
of Our Troops.
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FLIPS FROM THE F1LLUMS

SALE OF HEARST

cast supports the star.
AT THK TIIKATERS TODAY.
The management is also repeating
"U" Theater Vivian Martin will
repeat her acts as the star in "Viv-ette- the "Paramount Pictogruph" reel.
the Paramount Plctograph reel
'
T Till", PASTIME.
i
win aiso tie repeaieu.
An American's sacrifice of life and
f'rvstail Oitct(:i House- - Hfirk
Ideal Theater Per special request all it holds (tear to him, to save Ids
the management is repeating today countrymen and learn the secrets of
"Borneo and Juliet, with
Beverly the German spy system forms the
Bayne and Francis X. Bushman In theme for the stirring William Fox
with
the leading roles; also a reel of production, "The Spy." which,
Dustin I'lirnum in, its load, comes to
"Patbe Weekly."
Jflric Theater Herbert Ttawlinson tho Pastime theater today anV,
starring in "Smashingfive-re- Through," Uni- morrow.
Dustin
Farnum, one of the few
Standard
versal
feature;
also a comedy, "Nearly a Papa."
popular men stars of the screen, plays
Mark Qnaintnnee, a man
role
of
ths
Pastime Theater William Fox presents Dustin Farnum as the star fn of wraith and social position, who un"The Spy." followed by . a reel of the dertakes thp hazardous task of gainlatest "Pathe Weekly News."
ing a list of the Teutonic sines in the
Fnitcd Slates.
In P.rrlin he finds it necessary to
AT TIIF, "II."
The delicious flavor of William J. enroll himself among those spies beI jiclip's novels, their
delienrv and fore he can lenrn whore the book containing their names is kept. Then he
charm, is responsible for the fact that
when they are scenarioized tor mo- gets possession of it and sends it to
tion pictures they display a novelty the American ambassador, while ho
himself is
that is essentially unique.
The odd feature about this thrilling
In "Vivette," which has been prowith Vivian drama Is that it contains all the vigor
duced for Paramount
Martin in the star part, and which and excitement of war, without a sinwill be shown at the "I!" theater for gle battle scene beiiYg flashed on the
has
the last time today, he has pictured screen. Realizing that the public comFox
a girl of vivacious temperament and a surfeit of such views, the
fashin
such
its
story
causes
pany arranged
a coquettish disposition who
murh turmoil when two brothers and ion that it was found unnecessary to
a young lord fall in love with her. fire a single shot during the taking
When given a situation like mis, ofthe picture.
In the cast arc, besides Dustin,
The
Locke is thoroughly at home.
Charles
manner in which this great story has Farnum, Winifred Kingston, Howard
Purrcss,
been transferred to tho screen by Clary, William
William 10. I.owry.
Julia Crawford Ivers, is a guarantee Gave and
This will be followed by a reel of
that it will be pleasing. Walter
fine.
the latest "Pathe Weekly News."
directed the picture find a
";

PAPERS III CITY
Local News Dealers Agree to
Boycott Publications Which
Are Under Ban of State
Council of Defense,
are I.1I100 Mi
Hearst publications
Albuquerque.
This fact la partially the outcome
of resolutions adopted at a meeting
of the notary club yesterday noon
and partly because of the puru American patriotism of the news
t,f this city.
The resolutions as adopted by the
Iiciary club by an unanimous vote
nnil without comment are as ioilows.
Kesoltilioiis.
'WHEHKAS, It lias conic to the
attei'tlon i if mvmbrrs of this
chili that I lie various publication owivd or controlled by
William Randolph Hearst have
assumed an altitude' of criticism of our national government and our allies In their
prosecution of the war, which .
is calculated to do and does
have the effect of hindering
in the prosecution of the war
and of furnishing; aid and
comfort to the enemy, and
"WHKKKAS, The New Mexico
state council of defense has
requested the news) dealers of
New Mexico to stop the sale
of the Hearst publications for
the ieWod of the war, ami
every loyal patriotic citizen
of New Mexico not only to
null iw!. Ini-- - for Hearst liuhllca- tions at the news dealers' hut
stop taking tlicni on subscription and to stop rending them,
"Now therefore, lie it resolved
by the Albuiueriiue ltotnry
club I hat the action of the
New Mexico state council of
defense lie and Is hereby heartily endorsed, and that the club
with
will assist, and
the state council of defense in
making its request effective."
Five of Albuquerque's leading news
of
dealers and an agent for one Calithe Hearst papers published in
fornia, yesterday signilled their intention of stopping the purchase and
nale of any literature which is published by Hearst.
The state, council of defense was
the first body to officially place a ban
on these papers and magazines. In
a public statement the organization
urged the dealers to cease purchasing
and selling the pai?rs and the
lie to stop reading them.
Will Hoycott.
Dealer
Matson's Hook store has In the
past handled a few of the publications. Mr. Matson declared yesterday
purchased
that while he has already
and paid in advance for a small
number of the publications he will
them
at once discontinue to order
and that within a month he will be
without any magazines or papers
Hearst.
published byBook
store has adopted
Strong's
exactly the same policy in regard
A
few of them have
to the papers.
been ordered but ordering will be
discontinued at once. The management of the store reports that this
month's supply of the magazines
and papers are not selling well.
Briggs' pharmacy has decided to
oust tho Hearst publications from
their stock of papers and magazines.
The Sturgcs Cigar store management last nigHt announced that while
publisha few papers of the Hearst
ers have been handled in the past,
that none will appear for sale there
in the future.
George Bryan, local agent for isthea
which
i.e Angeles Examiner,
Hearst publication, declared yesterthe
day lie will at onceof discontinue
the paper. He
naie and purchase
will substitute some other
paper for the one he Is drop-

iahs

el

court-martiale-

time ago discontinued
Santa
the purchase and sale of Hearst papers and magazines and that dealClovis and Taos news
ers have refused to handle the pubin
the future.
lications
Following is a list of the newspapers published by Hearst: New York
German Daily, Atlanta American, Atlanta Georgian, Boston Advertiser,
Boston American, Chicago American,
Los
Chicago Herald and Examiner,AmeriAngelei Examiner, New York
can, New York Journal and San
Francisco Examiner.
The magazine published by Hearst
are as follows:. Hearst's, Good HouseHarper's
Cosmopolitan,
keeping,
Fe-so-
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IHUilHH
en,,
with him
years 1 have beennoassociated
is a cmuiiu
and am certain
getic man."

FOREST SERVICE WILL
PROVIDE OSTRICH HOME
a home for silt healthy
"Wanted
ostriches."
Such, in substance, was the appeal
of the University of Arizona to the
forest service here. Ucpreseniatives
of the University wrote that they de
sired a pasture for the lug niriis.
Accompanying the letter was the
statement that the birds require very
lit.le care and that they Aneed water
once a month.
very light
only about
Mrtrtfina
Ilia llil'lis.
v..
ieili: I"- ICIimirn
forest
officials
decided
It was
by
to place the osmetics on ine nanm
Pita range reserve, near Tucson,
Ariz.
-

CAMP CODY SOLDIER
WEDS LOCAL

GIRL

Howard T. Hilton of Denver, and
Miss Zella Thurmnn of this city,' wore
married in the First Methodist parsonage, 41 South Third street, at X:.'i
o'clock last night by the Uev. C O.
Jieckman, pastor of the First Methodist church.
at Camp
Mr. Hilton is stationed
Cody. The couple will return to the
camp where Mrs. Hilton .will remain
with her husband until his transfer.
C

Don't neglect the "Two-Hitross Club. Join today.
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"

Mrs. Etta Dorion, of Qgdensburg, Wis., Bay:
V"I

'

JOURNAL RPIR1AL LIARCD

"I suffered from a female trouble which
much Buffering, and two doctors decided that
1 would have to go through an operation before i could
get wen.
mother, who had been helped by Lydia E. Pink- "'My
nam s vegetable uompouna, aavisea me to try it be- - ,
iore submitting to an operation, it relieved me from
so I can do my house work' without any
my troubles
lu
.
luiuouity-- i au vise any woman wno is anuciea witn w
lemale troubles to give Lydia K. linkham's vegetable Compound a trial and it will do as much i
for them.' Mrs. Marie Uoyd, H2l &th Bt.,
N: E., Canton, Ohio.
Canton, Ohio.
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The work you save is a consideration. The time you save is
another. And so is the money you save, for one
Polish
will
several
consider
outlast
brooms.
much
how
Then
Mop
brighter and prettier all your woodwork and floors will look.
Polish Mop you dust, clean
Remember this, with the
and polish all at one time. No more standing on chairs to
clean the moulding and tops of doors, no more kneeling on the
steps to dust the bannisters. No more pulling heavy furniture
around to clean under it. The O- - Cedar Polish Mop saves all
this hard, back breaking work.
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under a positive guarantee to give satisfaction by all dealers. Simply deposit the price vvitl
Polish Mop Battleship
any dealer for an
trial.
Put.it to every test. Try it
Model) on
three days. Then if you are not satisfied with
the work it saves and the result it gives,
your money will be refunded without a1
question.
dar

:
Channell Chemical

LYDIA E.P1NKHAM

MtDICINE CO. IVNN.MASS.
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CcC

Chicago - Toronto
London
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parment today after the seizureB,
were that tho system of HemlinK
CAMPERS CHOSEN
quantities of mesHiiges by train hail
been In' effect for many years, anil
that since It often relieved wires al
ready overburdened and reunited in FEDERATION
HEAD
delivery hh promptly ns If they had
been
the
pracactually
telegraphed,
tice wiisi considered JUHlilied.
1'OBtal nulhorities will refer their
evidence to district' attorneys In New
FOR ANOTHER YEAR
York und Huston for prosecution,
which, it Is 'said, will he directed at
the company offices or executives
responsible for tho system, rather
St. Paul, Minn., 'June 20. After rethan at the messengers who acted
most of its officers, the
electing
as
Instruction.
under
only
employes
American Federation of Labor continued its sessions here late today and
in Atlanadjourned to meet next year
tic City, N. J. President Samuel Oom-perSLAVIC LEGION1
Becnetary Frank
Washington;
Morrison, Washington, and Secretary
lianiel J. Toliin, Indianapolis, were
without opposition.
James O'Connell, Washington, secWILL Elf TRAINED
ond vice prescient and offcer of the
federation for twenty-thre- e
years, announced that he would not be a
beeuuse of cerfor
tain regulations in the union to which
IN UNITED STATES he belonged.
The following other, officers were
elected: First vice 'president,' James
Duncan, uuincy. Mass.,
second vice president, Joseph F. Val
tBV MORNINa JOURNAL ..ffCIAL LCA.CO WIRC1
entine, Cincinnati, o. third vice presJuno 20 President ident, John it. Alpine, Chicago; fourth
Washinpton,
Wilson today gave his approval to the vice president, Frank Duffy, Indianorganization and training under the apolis, Ind.; .fifth vice prestdent, Wilwar department of a "Slavic legion liam Greene, Indlanupolls; sixth vice
William V. Mahon, De
to be composed of Slavs, Judgoslavs, president,
and Poles in th is coun troit, Mich.; seventh vice president,'
try who are not subject to the draft Thomas A. Kirkert, Chicago,: and
and who volunteer for scrvioe. ..The eighth vice president, Jacob' Fischer,
legion would serve with the Ameri
Indianapolis, Ind.
In closing the convention President
can expeditionary forces or with tho
allied forces as the president may de Ciompers declared "that German militermine.
tary machine the resultswf fifty years
Recently Senator Hitchcock of Ne of preparation, was beginning to
braska proposed an amendment to the show signs of crumbling, and predictn
$12,000,1)00,000
army appropriation ed that the combined)
bill providing for a "Slavic legion,
army soon would be victorious.
had
done
labor
has
"American
and will
written
and after the president
him today approving the plan, the continue ty' do" Us full share' of the
to tho work and fighting necessary to bring
amendment was attached
measure by tho senate military sub- victory to the cause of freedom and
'
,,
., ,
?
committee.
,
justice," he said,
Czech-Sloven-

allied-America-
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How Mrs. Boyd Avoided an Operation.
caused

WlR.t

'"V

fS

suffered from female troubles which caused piercing pains
like a knife through my back and sido. l iinally lost (ill my
strength so I had to go to bed. 'i'lie doctor advised an operation
utit I would not listen to it. I thought of what 1 had read about
Lydhi E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound' and tried it. The first
bottle brought great relief and six bottles have entirely cured me.
All women vvtio have femalo troublo of any kind should try
Lydia E. Wnkham's Vegetable Compound."
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June 20. TransmissWashington,
ion-' of night
letter telegrams by
train messenger instead of by wire
between eastern cities Is a practice
of long standing, it was learned today after the post office, department
had taken action to stop he traffic
by arresting live train agents of the
Western I'nion Telegraph company
who had brief cases lilled with night
messages which they were carrying
between New York. Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington.
four of whom
The messengers
were taken at New York and one at
Boston will be called before a federal grand Jury. Those responsible
for the practice will be charged with
violating the law giving the government postal system a monopoly of
f public communithe transmission
cation by train or other post routes.
Officials Knew of Practice.
It w:is intimated today that a few
high officials of the company know
of the practice. Upon conviction they
will be subject to lite penalty of $.r00
for
fine or six months imprisonment
each offense.
Postal Inspectors who made the
seizures today hail previously gath
ered evidence, it is said, that thous
anils of night letter telegrams have
been carried by train between the
eastern cities, und delivered to their
ilesinations with all the earmarks of
having been sent by wire. Fictitious
letters und figures ordinarily Indicating the identity of the telegram ope
rators at each end of the wire and
the time of receipt, were borne by
the messages, which had been typed
in the offices wliere they originated.
By leaving either end of their
routes on midnight trains, messengers
usually were able to deliver bundles
of messages in the destination cities.
early the following morning, and
the telegrams then were distributed
to the addresses as if they had just
come by wire.
Trains Delayed for Hours.
On some occasions, it Is said, trains
were held mi for hours, and the telegrams were then transmitted by wire
from the nearest station.
Heports reaching the postofflce de- -

Proof that Some Women
do Avoi Operations
'

O-Ced-
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Eastern
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Polish Mop comes into your
home all "the hard work of dusting, cleaning and
polishing hardwood floors and furniture goes out.
These drudgeries become dreams of the past.

Letter Messages Car
ried by Messengers Between

yesterday assumed his duties as assistant to the state food
t,,,. hr,rn Mr. Hush's appoint
ment was announced by the administrator some time ago but not until yes
un nauuuiy
terday did he arrive.
ho
night ho will go to Denverof where
food ad
will attend a conference
ministrators of Colorado, Wyoming
and New Mexicoo.
"1 am enfident Mr. Push will ninsoa verv efficient assistant," the admin-

I

When the

erm train:

FOOD ADMINISTRATOR'S
ASSISTANT IS ON DUTY

if A.

nice, proprietor of the Highland Pharmacy, also declared last
night he will immediately discontinue
the sale and purchase of the Los
Angeles Examiner and any beother
reHearst publications he may
ceiving.
Other Towns In Line.
that the movement
As
proof
is not a light between
against Hearst
newspapers or Individuals but a con- a
test for clean and honest news,
ncen receivuu imiu
dispatch has which
it Is stated that
Kimta l'e in

SENT TELEGRAMS

Bazar, Motor Boating and Puck.

.
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WESTERN UNION
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i
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"This mornine we advanced our
line Klightly northeast of Merrls and
ruptured a few prisoners and a trench
mortar and a machine gun. Two
counter-attack- s
on our new positions
were successfully beaten off- hostile
'The
artillery was active
with huh Hhells today in the vicinity of
Ayette (south of Arrus)."
'

'

Iofficial statements

-

IV MORNINO JOURNAL

tPrCIAI. LRAIIP WIRll

Berlin, Juno. 20 (via London).
German troops havo penetrated deeply into American
positions at.
which lios to the east of St.
Mlliiel, and inflicted heavy losses on
n
tho defenders, accordlnff to the
official communication Issued today.
The communication adds that attacks north of Chateau Thierry,
where American troops also are fighting:, failed.
The text of the communication follows:
"On almost tho" whole of the front
the activity of tho enemy increased.
In the evening tho artillery fire was
revived and strong infantry detachments advanced against our lines on
numerous sectors. Tbey were repulsed,
"Renewed enemy attempts to advance to the north of Chateau Thierry,
across tho Clisnon sector, failed under our fire. On the rest of the front
the fitrhtlnK activity remained within
moderate limits.
"Southwest of Ornes Nocturnal
enemy advances were repulsed.
"Between the Metise and the Moselle our thrusting troops penetrated
deeply into an American position on
Selcheprey and Inflicted heavy losses
on the enemy."

FRENCH.

Seye-chepre-

tier-ma-

.
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MORNINfl JOUMNAL SPCCIAL

Lf AIK0 WINI1

Paris, Juno 20. The war office
toniKht says;
' There was intermittent
artillery ac.
Montdldler
between
and ..the
tivity
( Use' south of the Alsnc."
BAN

ON' EXPORTING"
GOLD' AND SILVER

uun

it

WIMt
uonxiNa journal ineui
Mexico City, June 20. Official Announcement was made today that tho
Mexican government had decided" to
prohibit the exportation of gold end
silver, becauso of similar restrictions
idneed on these metnhJ by other

Juno 20. Mexlco'e
Washington,
embargo on exportation of gold. If apaffect western
plied to ore, may

'

BRITISH.
(my MORNIN

JOURNAL RPBCIAL LIARIO WIRI1

London, June 20 The British official communication Issued this even-in- s
says:
"Two successful raids were carried
out lust night In the neighborhood of
Locre by the French troops, who captured several prisoners. The British
also took a few prisoners northeast of
Meteron.

.

ficials said tonight, but otherwise
will have little general effect
country's monetary conditions. Very
little gota or silver bullion ha been
furnished' the United States by Mexico
and, on the other hand, the federal
reserve noara nas permuieu mo exportation of little gold coin or buIMon
to Mexico within the last year.
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Albuquerque Morning Journal," Friday, June 21, 1918.
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STANDING OF THE TEAMS

PIRATES BREAK

NATIOXAL tiKAGrK.

LOSING STREAK

PittsHit Hard
by
burgh but- Poor Base Running Holds Score Down:
Chicago Gets 2 Hits,

Henclrix

-

JOUrtNAl SPECIAL LEASf
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4
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Hollocher,
Mann. If . .
Mirkle, lb
Laiber, cf
Deal. 3b . .
cider, 2b
Killifer, c

urn
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H.
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WHERE THEY
NATIONAL

Cincinnati at 8t.

N'ew

30

.

.

WIIH

18
:

.

Louis . .
1'hilndi Iphia
troit

I

T.NTIIAL

T II AM)

KING AND QUEEN

D

.

.673
.073
.518
.490
.451
.442
,.412
.375

RED SOX SPLIT

(Kerr Pattern)

PLAY
T

KUit

Philadelphia Takes First Game
2 to 0; Boston Victor in
Second, 3 to 0; Perry Has

.574
.54 9
.542
.4'J2
.481
.389
.376

TODAY
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lioslon at Philadelphia.
AMFIUCAX

Cleveland at Chicago.
St. I oh:s at Detroit.
WashicKton at New' York.
Philadelphia at lioston.

old

i

Ali. It. II. P'l.
4

insr, If

3

Walker, cf
Burns, h

(I

(iardnor,

.

.

o
o
0

p

0
San rrancisin 1: Salt I.ukc 0.
27 13
30
Totals
i la k land, June 20.
Boston.
:. ..31) '1 4 24 15
Totals .
II. IT. K.
Score:
All. R. II. PO. A. t.
'ill',l)iirc,li.
5
6
o
4
0
K. Salt Lako
Hooper, rf
All. it. It. PO.
1
4 11
o
3
Franclaco
San
0
Shean. 2b
I)
4
2
I'aton. ss .
o
0
Hatti AicH: McCalie, ConkwriRht and Strunk, cf
4
2
0
HiKbee, If
o
0
Knr nick; Keaton and McKeo.
4
Whiteinan, If
Carey, cf ..
o
II
Mc on is, lb .
(i
I'ultihaW', 2b
3.
"nlo
Vci'iicn II: Kacram
0
Thomas, 3b .
Mollwitz, lb
2".
(I
0
acrnnento, June
li
Scott, ss
Hinchman, rf
I!.
S, ore:
0
0
w, e
ii
Agm
McKei huie, 3
.14
,
Veni'lll ,
0
0
II
Jones, p
Sclinild..,
3
.
oi .aer.'i meiito
Hanilers, p
and
Devoriner;
(I
Jiell
3
liatl.ries:
27 D! 0
Totals
' 'ooper,
o
i
000 000 0022
(iaidner, West and Fa'iieily, ItaniaiTe. Philadelphia
Bos.
on
000
000
0000
30 3 10 27
Total:i
Two-bas- e
o'i AiiccU'S, June 20.
Sum mary:
hits
000 000 100
Chicago
P. II. Pi Iter. Home
irnre:
Walker.
Sacrifice
IVt.sburr.h
002 (101 00;
7
0
0
Shean Ohlring. Double plays
e
hits Mc diiklaiul
Summary:
3
5
t L hits
Jones and Mi rl inns, Scott ami Hhean
Kechnle. Stolen liases Flack. .Sacri- I.os Aiigclc
Cran-da- ll
and
Martin
Mitze;
I'atieiies:
nn is.
Mc
and
Bases on balls Off
fice hits Cutshaw, Schmidt, Sanders.
and Holes.
Jones 1. off regg 4. lib by pitcher
Double plays Srhmbli iin, McKech
I'y (iregg (Aguew). Struck out By
nie. Passes on balls (iff Sanders 4,
Jones 2, by C.reeg 3.
i. If Cooper 1. Inninns
pitched SanScon
Second game:
It. IT. P..
ders (i, Cooper 3. Hit by pitcher
By
000 000 0 4 0
..000
Hendrlx 1 (Hinchman). Struck out
Philadelphia
ASSOCIATION
SOUTHERN
3
000 003 OOx
6
Boston
0
Ity llendrix 3, by Cooper 1.
Batteries:
Perry and Perkins;
Leonard, Mollyneaux and Schang.
Now York : Ilrooklyu 0.
,20.
Brooklyn,!
The CHnri'.s
At Mobile 3; Chattanooga 5.
hit Jack Coombs in timely fashion
Chicago 5; Cleveland i.
At Atlanta 4; Memphis 7.
today while "Red" Causev was
Chicago, Juno 20. Chicago defeatAt New Orleans 0; Nashville 2.
ed
hrilllant
in ten innings after two
Bock
Cleveland
Little
by
New
At Birmingham
1;
support,
York winning. Holke made a home (1G innings).
rallies in the seventh when
hatting
run in the eighth with two men on
they tied the count and In tho tenth
base. Score:
when they won.
New York.
to the game three autograph- ASSOCIATION! ed Prior
AMERICAN
AH. It. II. PO. A. K.
baseballs were auctioned off. The
4
1
first autographed by Billy Sunday,
2
2
Hums, If
0
the evangelist, brought $!0. One bv
n
()
a
0
a
()
Thorpe, If
Mrs. Woodrow Wilson was sold for
At St. Paul 3; Toledo 4.
o
)
0
0
Voimg, rf
2
Milwaukee
Indianapolis
At'
2;
fi
2
0
0
$1,450, and one hearing
the auto
Fletcher, ss
allow
to
ninth
end
Indianapr,
3
I
ii
0
graph of the president was sold at
Kauff. sf
(called
olis to catch train).
Score:
$.'i,fino.
Zimmerman, 3 b
At Kansas City 5; Louisville 3.
4
II
Cleveland.
12
0
Holko, lb
At Minneapolis 2; Columbus 5.
4
1
5
AB.ft. H. PO, A. R.
McCarly, c
fi
1
1
4
(I
l 7 1 1
0
2
0
Johnston, lb
Podiiguez, 2b ...
o
1
4
3
2
1
0
4
4
(I
0
0
Chapman,
is
Causey,
3
2
2
1
0
2
Speaker, cf
2
0
0
0
4
0
37 (i 10 27 16
Ruth, if
Totals
WESTERN LEAGUE
1
4
1
1
0
3
Wamhsganss, 2b...
Brooklyn.
1
0
4
0
3
0
if
TO.
K.
A.
II. PO.
Wood,
AH.
4
4
0
1
0
0
Evans, 3b
3
0
0
0
0
Johnston, rf
0.
4
8
0
0
0
0
O'Neill, c
0
4
4
0
3 0 At St. Joseph 8; Sioux City
Olson, ss
0.
1
1
3
1
Oklahoma
Cit
At
Hutchinson
2
0
4;
Morton, p
4
0
I H 1 0
Daubert, lb
Okla1
to
0
end
seventh
allow
0
0
0
0
(Called
Coveleskie, p
I
4
0
.. Wheat, If
0
0
1
4
3
0
0 homa City to catch train )
0
'
Myers, cf
At Wichita 8; Joplin 1.
36 4 7x28 11 4
Totals
2
0
3
0
0
0
o'Mara, 3b
x (inn out when winning run was
At Omaha 8; Des Moines 7.
1
2
3
0
3
0
Doolan, 2b ..
scored.
1
3
0
3
0
Miller, cf
Clilrasrn.
1
1
3
0
0
BOXING EXHIBITION
Coombs, p
AH.fl. IT. PO.
.
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New York, June 20. Jos-pRutherford and seven other defendlate
"I'astor"
of
followers
the
ants,
Russell, were found guilty of conspiring to violate the espionage law, by a
jury in federal court at 10:20 o'i loi k

.

.

I

tonight

Violation of the law is not excused
the plea that it Was done in the
service of good, declared Judge Howe
in charging the Jury. The ileiendanls
were accused of preaching sedition
Russell's
in
poslhumoiis
k
I'lie Finished
Mystery," and
with advising resistance to the orat't.
Concerning "The Finished Mystery"
and other publications offered in evidence at the trial. Judnc Howe slid:
"It makes no difference whether tho
ilnnifuaKe is original with the defend
ants or is ipiotuil rrom some oioei audefendants selected,
If the
thor.
printed, sold or otherwise published
the
u book or paper containing'
use of (inotHlion murks does not
n. .v.. them from liability for such use
anil publication."
When the litry filed into the cour
room and the foreman announced
that all (lie defendants had been
the
r..,,. i ,.i.uu- on all four courts in.l'id'.'
them,
indictments nualnst.
Howe's comment was that the verdict
was "thoroiiMhly riKht."
The maximum penalty which can
be imposed on each defendant is forty
imprisonment.
'
llesides Huthcrfords, the defendants
K. Van AmliurKh,
William
wereKobcrt J. Martin, Fred H. Holiinson,
Fisher. Clayton .1.
(ieorue A.II. HiiKh
McMillan and
de Ccccia.
by

"I'.-s'or-

s

Cio-van-

WILD CATS WIN FROM
PRAIRIE
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SEALED BIDS

2 OFFICERS ARE
HURT AS TRENCH

U

.412140
1

1

1

IRIAR

E XPLODES

1

1

1

llehl,
x.M.

0

p

0

Wheat

0
0

0
0

0
0

1

0

(I

(I

7 27 12
0
0
31
Totals
x
Itan for Daubert In ninth.
Senro by innings:
100 10 030
New York .,
000 000 0000
Brooklyn
e
hits '.. Wheal
Summary:
Myers, Coombs. Three base hits
run
Home
Holke. Stolen bases
Young, Doolan.
Burns, Thorpe,
Double plays Burns to Holke. left on
bases New York 6; Brooklyn 5. Bases
on balls Off Coombs 1; Causey 1. Innings pitched Coombs 8; llehl 1.
Hit by pitcher By Hehl (Thorpe).
Struck out By Coombs 3; Caussy 3.
1

(1

NETS

WOUNDED

(r

FOR

$18,000

SOLDIERS

MOlNINtt JOURNAL SPCCIAL LCASIO WIRV)

New York, pno 20. A boxing tournament held at Madison Suuare C.ar-de- n
tonight, under the auspices of the
War Hospital Entertainment associa
tion, pelted Jl 8,000 for the benefit of
wounded American soldiers. Several
prominent boxers took part in the

M
ii'phv, if
McMullin, 3b

r

0
0
0

.

ZllUSKcll

Weaver. 3b
K. Collins, 2b.
Felsch. cf

3

.

3

lb

Ciandil,

Two-bas-

.1.

r.

04

DIOMT HIT

1

04

WORK III

3

YEARS

Kf
f
OUDLiclCt

1

iTlUlLipiy

Divide:

Plan

mr HoHNisa jounni. bpicial liako wirsi
Chicago, June 20. Second Lieut.
Bernard Huless was dangerously in
jured, perhaps fatally, and First Lieut.
Charles Driver was seriously hurt today when a trench mortar exploded
at Fort Sheridan.
The two officers were trying out a
new
trench mortar when the
barrel of the gun burst.
An investigation will be made at
once to fix the cause of the explosion,
officers at the fort said. The supposition is that either faulty material In
the trench mortar or carelessness was
responsible.

.

"ll,'lllJ

right-hand-

1

KANSAS

T. S. Mills Furniture Company f

Can

ry

habit-fortnln-

CITY I'KOIH CK.

Kansas City, June 20. Butter and
poultry, unchanged.
Kggs Firsts, 32 ',4c, seconds, 20c
LIVESTOCK MAURETS.
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, June 20 Cattle Receipt
verv dull, little change
Market
10,000.
on good kinds', medium and light cattle slow, 15c to 25c lower.
Hogs Receipts 45,000. Market, fully 25c under yesterday's average.
6.25)17' 1.55: butchers. JK.35
H'llk,
10.55: packing. $1 5.75 fi) 6.35; light
$16.50fii16.5; rough, $15.50 Hi 6.05,
pigs, S16.25 16.50.
Market
12,000.
Sheep Receipts
slow to 25c lower. Best native spring
lambs, 20c lower, closely sorted.
1

1

1

571

Kansas City Uvintock.
Kansas City, Juno 20. Cattle ReMarket lower. Prime
5.000.
ceipts
fed steers, $17.00 (it 8.00: dressed beef
steers. $1 3.00D 17.00; western steers,
$7.00(!14.0O':
cows,
$14.00f 17.7B;
stockers and
heifers, Jlil.lt0iraHi.00:
feeders, $8.00(ff1 5.50; bulls, $8.00
11.50: calves, $8.2!ifi)14.25.
Horn-Rec- eipts
10,000. Bulk, $16 25
16.40ffi 16 55: light,
ffii1fl50: heavy,
$16.205!l6.40; pigs, $16.25(gil6.90.
"
Market
7.000.
Sheep Receipts
,
strong. Lambs, $1 8.00 19.35;
$14.00ifil7.00: wethers, $12.00
15.00; ewes, $lfl.00(SlS.B0.
1

Join tho

"Two-Hit-

"

Club.

Wallace Hesselden

General Contractor;
We are In a position to give
more value) for the money than
any other IH 1LI)LU liltM lu
this vicinity.
Office With

The Superior Lumber & Mill Co.
PHONE

877

Hudson for Signs I

year-lines-

675

Hcnvor

Livcstm-k-

.

Hogf,Reeelpts

lowcri
16.25.

Market

2,400.

bulk,

Top, $16.40;

$16.10

Market
3,000.
SriPPpp.ecelpts
sfoartv Iambs, $15. 2518.25: springs
1S.00.
$17.75'lS.nO; ewes, $12.00(fi

Join the

''Two-nit-

ltil

"

Wall Paper
i

Denver. June 20. Cattle Tteeeipts
Market 25c lower. Beef steers.
4.600.
ti9 (in j)1 7.00: cows and heifers,$8.$8.00
OOP
6D 12 75; stockers and feeders,
13.00; calves, $1 2.00 (fi) 15.00.
25c

Croft! Club.

Hudson for
Picture Frames
Ponrth St.

and

Copper Ave.

444444444444

LUMBER
Oils, Class, Malthold

Taints,
Roofing
and Building Paper.
Tell it through the classified
suits are nuick and certain, J. C. BALDRIDGE LUMBER
columns of The Journal. Re- nninDitiiv
vuivirHiii

THE WM. FARit
Wholesale
FRKS1I

lassl-rod-

n,

MARKETS

ADDITIONAL

.

0--

Pealed bids will bo received on and
before June 28, 1918, at the office of
tho County Clerk of Bernalillo County, New Mexico, at Albuquerque, N.
M
for furnishing and driving sixteen
piles and fourteen
piles forming an extension of tho
jetty or breakwater at tho west bank
of the Rio Orande above the west end
of the Barelas bridge. In Los Ranchos
de Atrlsco.
Said work to be done under the
supervision of the County Surveyor
and in accordance with specifications
on file In the office of the County
Clerk. Copies of said specifications
are to be obtained from the County
Surveyor.
Bidders muRt inclose check payable
to the County of Bernalillo for 10 per
cent of the amount of bids.
Bids will be opened and contract let
to lowest and best bidder at the meeting of the County Commissioners of
Bernalillo County to be held at 2 p.
m., Friday, June
28, 1918, at the
Court House of Bernalillo county.
The Board of County Commissioners reserves the right to reject any or
all bids.
bidder will be reThe successful
quired to furnish a satisfactory bond,
to law, in double the
according
amount of his bid, and contractor will
not be permitted to begin work without equipment adequate to the satisfactory completion of the work.
ALFRKD ORl'NSFICLD,
Chairman, Board of County Commissioners.
NESTOR MONTOYA, County Clerk.
ot

1

FIGURE IT UP!

You

.

307 West Central.

1

As! si

Pay as

.

.45c
.35c
.15c
,10c

444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444.

1

2
Collins, lb.
4
I.iebold, If
1
Kisberg, ss
7
Schalk, c
0
Cicotte. i
0
zzJourdan . .
tournament.
0
Danforth, p . .
Fred Fulton toyod with Oscar An zzzMostil
0
.
derson for three rounds and then
boxed an exhibition three rounds with
38 5 9 30 11 4
Totals
oe Bond of the United States navy.
7.
Ban for McMullin ninth.
Jack Ilritton outboxed Ted Lewis,
shs
Batted for Cicotte in seventh.
lioston
in
sixround
a
Philadelphia
welterweight
champion,
7.7.7.
Itan for Weaver In ninth.
Phladelphia, June 20. Wild throws bout.
Score
by Stock and Luderus govo Boston
Creb of Pittsburgh, middle- Cleveland by Innings: 100 003 000
Harry
the first game of today's double headweight, outfought the Zulu Kid of Chicago
010 000 300 1 5
er, six to four In ten innings, but PhilBrooklyn. In six rounds.
hits Murphy,
Summary: Two-bas- e
to
Joe Leonard of Brooklyn and Johnny Johnston.
adelphia's first inning was enough In
Three-bas- e
hits Both 2,
win the second game five to four.
American lightweight cham- Speaker, Lelbold, Bisberg.
Itosncr,
Sacrifice
this contest Pagan passed tho first pion, boxed a
draw at
Double
bits
McMullin,
Chapman.
three local batters, and hits by
plav Dandil (unassisted). Bases on
and Adams and an error by
luilis Off Cicotte 1, off Morton 3, off
Smith made the total five,
Coveleskie 2. Struck out i By Cicotte
First game:
1, by Morton 3, by Coveleskie 2, by
A LICK
B. IT. K.
Score:
nanforth 3. Innings pitched Morton
I
fi 12
10 000 020 2
Boston
7.
, Cicotte
2
12
Philadelphia 000 310 000
Balterics: Nehf and Wilson; Prend-crgacw Vork 1.
Washington 4;
and Burns.
New York, June
OF
Second game:
defeated New York. Finneran perK. IT. T1.
Score:
mitted only one hit up to the seventh
010 002 0014 10
Boston
scored
when
0
Washington
9
inning,
Philadelphia ..500 000 OJlx 5 Hen-ron balls, Milan's
twice on a has
Batteries: Itagan, Jlearne and
double.
Bice's
and
Morgan
triple
Watson and Adams.
Now Working Every Day Like drove
in two more runs for Washington in tho ninth after Rico had been
Was Ever the purposely passed.
4444444444444444444444 444444444444444444444 44444444444444444
Nothing
It. IT. E.
Score:
Matter With Him,
....000 000 2024 87 11
Washington
000 000 0101
New York
Batteries: Harper and Piclnich;
"Positively, I hadn't been able to Finneran and Hannah.
hit a lick of work in three years when
1
started on Tanlac, and now I am
Promising Colt Out of Illuming,
The extra furnishings you need for
like nothing was
Latonia, Ky June 20. K. D. Aevery
working
day
lowest
are
XxClCl
your home. Our prices
ever tho matter with me," said Joe lexander's fine colt, F.sc.oba, which
Boone, of 1416 North Navidad street, would have been one of the favorites
for good furniture.
for the Latoniu derby next Saturday,
San Antonio, Texas, recently.
"Five years ago," he continued, "I will not start in that event. Tie
amount
The
small
necessary
CJ
was taken down with a bad spell or bowed a tendon in his race yesterday
to pay for them from your
pneumonia that left me In a wretched with Beaver Kill and can hardly he
before
state, and although I tried all sorts made ready for another race starters
miss
the
You'll
never
income.
money.
regular
of medicines I couldn't regain my next fall. This leaves eight
health. My appetite was so poor that for the derby, of which If. P. WhitThe pleasures apd comforts
1
T
didn't relish the little I managed to ney's Johren will be a strong favorite.
j
force down and my food gavo me no
of your home life by having
Pitcher KobiiiHiin to Yanks.
strength at all. My nerves went all
to pieces and I couldn't sleep at night
A
New York, June 20. The New York
home you can really be proud of.
to do any good. I fell off till I was al- Americans today announced the purmost as thin as a rail and felt so tired chase of Pitcher J. Henry Bohlnson
The payments to suit your own
and worn out that I wasn't fit for a from the Little Rock club of the
Southern
association. Robinson formthing.
convenience, bearing in mind al
. 1. n .1 . .
.a nil
"Several of my friends had been
Klin 13ittaHirK
IUI .V.a
v3n... n., o.iu
Ml.liril
ways that "your terms are our terms."
taking Tanlac and were so much St. Louis National loague clubs. The
pleased with the way It got them over New York club also signed Pitcher
NO BETTER TIME IN ALL THE YEAR to buy
their troubles, that they advised me Walter Bernhardt , a
to try it, My first hottlo acted like from the University of Pennsylvania.
Furniture than now. Our 1918 purchases in the
it was made especially for mv case
Furniture Markets are profusely represented in
anil
PANGEK8 OP OOSTIVFNESS.
began to pick up right off, and
now after taking five years more I
headache,
all departments. New and authentic styl'es for
am well and strong enough to do a
irritability, "blues," sallownea.
every room in the house. Complete outfits on
I
have
good dayB work at any time.
blotches, are among tho results of con,
a hearty appetite and can eat any- stipation. If long neglected it may
special credit terms.
thing I want and am gaining In cause jnllcs, ulceration of bowels,
nervous prostration, pare
weight and strength every day. I
sleep like a top and feel better than I lysis. Don't delay treatment. Best
have for years. When my sister saw remedy is Foley Cathartic Tablets, as
the relief Tanlac brought me she many thousands know from expert,
223 South Second.
Phone 808.
started on it too, and it has done her ence. They not only do their work
so much good that she s praising it to surely, easily, gently, but without
YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD AT OUR STORE
to .stomach or Intestinal lining.
everybody."
g
element.
Tanlac Is sold In Albuquerque at Contact 'no
the Alvarudo Pharmacy. Adv.
Bold everywhere.

Buy as You

.25c

Manager.

Phone 76.

1

's

i4

R. F. MEAD,

1

al

44444ii

.15c
.35c

'.

Whitney Hardware Co.

'

I

The Fourth Ward. Wild Cats defeat- h
, ....
... l
"II IOC rto.i..IIIi if lllil it...,;iA
i,ii..- - ll,.,ru lit
v
i ill
i
eontcHted came yesterday. Thy
Ihotlv
- victnrv places the Wild Cats in tne
w11w11
III
stanilliiK. The
lead in (lie league
ISeecind Wnrd Skunks hgpe to catch tip
Jack
bv defcatiiii; the First Ward
i
id wwi
iiooiimt iOuiMAt
The Jack llahints.
r.,t
K'lbhits today.
il'..wt.vei
Nomination
20.
lini
their
June
are
si renKthening
Washinglon.
of a long list of general officers to .... ,,n.i ii. result will is doubtful.
fill vacanebs in the expanding armvi
second Vvinl
Sluggers will
Is expected at un early uate.
cross bats with the Third Ward Stars
In presenting a previous list (len- - today.
eral March, the chief of staTf. showed
a, tendency to apply the selective sysTennis MaUiH's t'los
tem without any regard whatever to
F.lean-o- r
Philadelphia. June 20. Miss
He apparently picked out
seniority.
of New York, will he one of
C.oss
officers from his knowledge of their finalists In the singles division of the
fitness for the position to which he women's national tennis tournament
wished to assign them.
at Philadelphia cricket club- In tho
PerIt Is probably that Oencral
she desemi-finmatch played today Swarth-morthe
for
In
selections
e
his
making
shing,
Helen Ijedoux, of
oversea
the feated dnMiss
forces, has ignored
sets.
eight
stretching
S' niority rule also. When the last list
first big surprise of the tournacame out, the fact that the war de- The
came today in the defeat of Miss
ment
absopartment had applied selection
F.leanor Sears, of Boston, Pennsylhad
General
while
Pershing
lutely,
eastern states, singles chamfollowed another policy, Is understood vania and
Miss Clare Cassell. of New
to have caused some correspondence. pion, bv
match. MiSH
In an
The number of generals to be cre- Y'.'k. servicecxclling
was steady, her shols
Is
is
understood
not
known.
It
ated
were well timed and well played.
preparations are under way for twenty pew divisions to go Into training
Nnloil lloxrr IicH
on (his side as rapidly as ouarlers arc
Holllster, Calif., June 20. Fddle
That would mean at least
available.
light10H new general officers of the line Campl, onp (line aspirant for (lie
The weight boxing championship, an died
wilh a corresponding increase.
effects of
present list, however. Is believed to here today from the
gunshot wound received yescontain around thirty names, which
would Indicate that only the officers terday.
of the new devislons arc being select;
lttil Ciiwl ( lull.
Join (be "Two-Ill!- "
cd now.

in

Prices on Half Gross Lots Same Rate
as Gross Prices.

We Have a Limited Supply of Kerr Home Canning Books
Free For the Asking.

Two-bas-

.

TEAM

DOG

2

FULL LINE CANNING SUPPLIES

I.--

1

TO BE ANNOUNCED

1--

$1.25
1.35
1.75

$14.00
15.00
19.30

.

Wood-wort-

MANY PROMOTIONS

QUART
GALLON

LOTS

only, per dozen
complete, per dozen
lids only, per dozen
caps complete, per dozen
fOconomy Jar Caps, per dozen
Economy Jar Clamps, per dozen
IJe.st grade Lipped Jar Rings, per dozen

.

.1

1.00
1.25

hozk.v

Regular, lids
Regular, caps
Wide Mouth,
Wide Mouth,

.

I

London ii lit- 2li.-- - The P.ngll.' h people will, on .luh li. have the first up
portunlty since Ihe days of (leoig III
to celebrate the twenty-fiftwedding
HnniverHjry of their king and queen
and are preparing to mark the event to
the fullest extent that war neccKsity
and war qnitiment will permit
King Cenrge and Queen M iry Vivo
silver
derided to nrcppt n personal
gift from the city of London ami the
lord muvor of London is raising a sum
of money whirl) will bp bestowed lipmi
some charity their majesties may select In honor of the anniversary.
Formal ceremonies of Ihe day will
lie confined to special services at St.
Paul's cathedral from which the king
and queen will to to Ouildhall to receive the good wishes .of tho oily of
l.nndon. It is presumed that, the peo
ple will take advantage of these
to voice their congratulation.
1'rlttsh writers, deplortnir tho ;aei
hat it would be improper during the
war to have elaborate ceremonies,
the feelprint to the contrast between
ing of animosity toward the "C.e'man
miry
tieon.'e" of the Eighteenth
(iml ihe attitude of the people '.o.vurd
Inhlteni'M.i
The
the present king.
ward fleoiKe III has lRt nothing in
of conditions id lli.it
the
tin, e.
and Queen Alexandra
F.dward
king
i ol Prated
their silver wedding
ago when thev were the Prime
and PrinccM oT WaleB and the nalion
.lol.iod in the celebration.

LOTS

Supplies for Kerr Jars

1

.

.

ESPIONAGE LAHlll

THE PEOPLE

111

PINT

1

,i0

3b

McAvoy. c
Davidson, rf
Dugan, 2 b

PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE

A. K.

1

0

1

0

1

II

11

$10.20
11.20
16.60

$ .90

Wide Mouth

1

.

.

F ROM

WlRK

Philadelphia.

Shannon, ss

QUART
2
GALLON

1--

20. Philadelphia
Juno
lioston.
won the first game and Hoston the
second. In the opener a home run
over the left field fence with a man
on In the ninth nave Philadelphpia its
two runs.
In the second frame Scot; Perry of
Ihe Athletics suffered his seventh
straight defeat. Scores, first panic:

York r.t Brooklyn,

iozi:n

LOTS'

PINT

1
1

IPICUL LIAtlO

;noss

Regular Pattern

Seventh Defeat,

Chicago at Pittsburgh.

3
4
4
3

-

Season 1918

Pet

M

,
.

R

DOUBLE-HEADE-

.5X3
. .

S..

20. Pittsburgh
Juno
lirnko its limine streak today by de
feating Chicago. Ilemlrix was hit
hard by the locals Inn poor base run-- :
score down.
ning held the l'ir;t
Sanders gave Chicago only two hits
and no runs until tin' seventh, when
hi' passed two men and had three
balls on the next batsmen. He was
lion relieved by Cooper. Score;
( lilcago.

E. E. BLISS
n

. .

.

Washington

Pittsburgh,

21

27
2
2H
2!
3a

'3

ami 'UK

Also WKDGKS and DOLTS in Stock

I I

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
St. Louis .
Boston
New York
Chicago
'levoland

17

2r
23

ason grass jars

Pet.

1 X

'

Cincinnati

BEAT CUBS

AND

Stanweld
Baker
Kelsey
Firestone
Perlman

I

3.'i
35

;

Brooklyn

To Fit Your Car

COK.NDU

w.

....... .....

Chicago
Now York
lioston

ATHLETICS AND

For

and

Retail

COMPANY
Dealer lr

SALT MICATS
Sausage a Specialty
Cattle
nl nogs tho Kulln
Market Prloen Are raid
AND

LUMBER

niiKF
Cleaners-Hatte-

pity

rs

220 West Gold.

Glass, Paint

Phone

Cement, Plaster
Lumber Company
Albuquerque
433 NORTH FIRST STREET
'

44.
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Friday, June 21, 191$.

Albuquerque Morning Journal,
exposes
Hearst's Newspaper Methods

:
ri:r
vamuriiia n
viovernor
.

'

i-

FtTTi

FIVE
mt an

imr

JTTirTMTiiinrgrTirirrTfli'l

Tho tide which has set in over the entire country
against Hearst
newspapers and Hearst methods is explained in a measure in the parallel
columns liclow.
because the Hearst papers madO practice of consistently garbling news
they wore cut from the privileges of the British war office. For like reasons Hearst publications' have been barred from France and from Canada.
No action has been taken against them in the L'ni'd States, but the peo"
ple themselves aro beginning to set what they are.
,

The following
is
taken
from
Hearst's I.os Angeles
Examiner , of
June 17:
'"It is high time for Americans to
forget everything hut our one big task
winning the war: to forget rivalries
end bickerings, animosities nnd selfish
interests, and all work together in
roimnon destiny of liberty and freedom."
While not mentioning names or directly referring to the attacks being
made on the "Examiner"' by the Times,
find Its paid agents. Gov.. William D.
Stephens expressed his opinion of the
matter In the foregoing uterance at
the meeting' of the Editorial Association of the. Southern California Dailies
held in Monrovia Saturday night.
Continuing Governor Stephens said'
"I greatly appreciate the bittet
newspaper quarrel which is now taking the attention of the able editors
of the Los Angeles press, which the
nation needs now more than ever before In Its history and when the people
look to the press as to its schoolmasters. It is lamentable that now, when
the nation wants the very finest patriotic philosophic talent to advise us.
a business competition quarrel should
have sprung up.
"There is no element in the nation's
strength at this moment more inspiring than the loyal-- patriotic press. I
welcome the opportunity of expressing the gratitude we all feel for the

The following is Governor Stephens'

letter:

State of California, Governor's Office, I.os Angeles, Calif., June 17,
1!1S.
To the Editor of the Examiner,
I.os
Angeles, Calif.
Dear
In
Sir:
My
ihis morning's issue of the Examiner an article purporting to l. based upon an address
delivered by me at the editorial dinner Hi Monrovia Saturday night.
Included in my remarks .as published by you, is the following para-

graph:

"1 greatly deprecate the bitter
newspaper quarrel which is now taking the attention bf the able editors
of the Los Angeles Press, which the
nation needs now more than ever before in i;s history .and when the peo-

ple look to the press as to its schoolmasters.
t Is lamentable that now,
when the nation wants the very finest
patriotic philosophic talent to' advise
us, n business
competition
quarrel
should have sprung up."
That paragraph
did not read or
give utterance to in any form whatsoever.
As my address was from manuscript and as copies were furnished to
the press, i am at a loss to account
for this gratuitous addition to
remark' In Justice to myself, my
must
"ml protest
for
whatever reasonagainst attempts,
to attribute
that "UI,la to me matinspired,
I did not utter
Fplemlid .spirit of
have
Yours respecifullv
the newspapers of California
(Signed)
given In Ibis hour of its greatest trial.
WILLIAM D. STEPHEN'S.
"If in time of peace our people divide and disagree on many things, the
a
fall of war binds all together' in
common pin pose. You have ussumod
the heavy responsibility, and are fulfilling il nobly, of guarding the nation
against sedition, of solidifying patriot-Isand of drawing our people closer
together ' the love of America. Cali"To the credit of the press of
s
fornia it Ciin be said that our
have given the government at
d
and enWashington
thusiastic support."

Read the Announcements

Mountain Resorts and Solve "That Outing Problem"
Health, Beach andLITERATURE
AND FULL INFORMATION BY WRITING DIRECT, OR AT
FREEINFORMATION BUREAU AT OFFICE OF THE MORNING JOURNAL
WMiw

1

,

Sj

P0R1ES

news-(apei-

whole-hearte-

EzZsy

Reach of lYetyihiwi

,

4

SAN FRANCISCO

LCf

,

POTASH DEPOSI

California's Famous! Hotels

LOJ- - ANGELEvT

rn.
Vl

New Mexico Headquarters

-

-
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ABSOt.fTRI.V FtHBPKOOP
HOOM- Snll wiih private' tmtha. Con'iueleU
n Lnth the
Kurcpcin ar.l Anvrkitn plan.
II, iti-- ('lurk In alluand In the
uf the
'Py, ppitr l.euutiful f'enlrul i';irk. Cart to
Bpai-lnsMnunnilim. tt,. from Hill strci-Station !lr,'tl.v
hotel. Knrnj,'an plan
,iinnltp
Turirr (r,,,m II. So i,r dny. Xvw
p.ilrcnuse
...
t .t.l.
u,,li. .Ua.l

m

Iff-

(El
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1
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FREE AUTO BUS FROM DEPOT
TO POPULAR

ATTRACTS CLOVIS

AHi(l,
class "A

11

-

.:

.u la

TIMirrm

ST.

S. M. MKAIMI AKTKItS
finiifoof mrufiurt. K) till
'mthlilf nmniH, each with jirlvuti bath.
On a (iln-r- t
f
f.ir line to all pnlnt
inlenst uinl within walklntr distune
Mtim-llknf shii8 aitit (lu'iiteis.
with a personality dlatl net ivcly Its
rMiiiT, Kur. plan, t- - to i per
dny. A nuT. plan, Jj per day up. Fireproof Kut:tK nearby.
Munntreineiit if Obdtll-il- i
Itleh

J

llmmlck. l,onsH!

M-

CCARY AfTAMOR

A

IMo,..,...t

I

t

BROADWAY
SEVENTH
The center ol hoppinB, buitne$ and the.
atncal dutiicK Convenient lo all cat linn.
JOO outside looms with private bath. Eu.
ropean plan. Rate, $ 1 .50 and up. Dining
room.ervicerehned and eicellsnt,
UuN trwm DppntM, Folder upon request.

k!mr res m m wsi rrtrm

(fell Jl lluiit.r

!i

WILLIAM K. FLOOD, Manager.
J. B. I ANKFRSHIM. Owner.

ALL STOCK YARDS
Examination

TO BE PUT

State

IQEIi

of
School

Sample
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FEDERAL LICENSE

LOS

:SPICIL COmUSNONOlNCI
TO MOHNINO
JOUNL,
Clovls, is'. M., June 20. A

rCIL LIAtfO Wll
Washington, June aO. All stockwere
yards in the United States today
ordered by President Wilson today to
be put under federal license. A presidential
proclamation was issued
which requires that licenses must he
obtained from the food administration
BV MOKNINV

JOUHNAI.

on or before July 25. Licensing also
Is required of commission men, order
luivers,
traders, speculators and
scalpers handling or dealing lnltve
cattle, sheep, swine or goats, "in or
In connection with such stockyards,"
except those exempted by the food
.
nnd fuel laws.
Regulatory powers under the proclamation are conferred upon the secretary of agriculture, who in turn,
It was announced, has delegated the
authority to the bureau of markets,
of which Charles J Brand is chief.
Licensing machinery developed by
the food administration in connection
with the licensing of firms engaged In
handling of food will be used, it is explained. Rules nnd regulations for the
licenses are being formulated by the
Lnrcau of marke'.s and will he given
out within a few weeks.
Penalties for those who fail to obtain licenses are provided in the president's proclamation.

IDLER AT CARLSBAD

IS
GIVEN JOB MOWING LAWN

haVfi fil,, claims on
y.ople
le M0"thwest of
f.
which It Is thought contains Portales
a heavy
deposit of potash.
A
taken
irom the top of tne :nkesample
examined bv
t hemist Balieau or Tucumcari
show's
one per cent potash, but it is the
chemists opinion that a much better
showing will be made by getting a
sample from a depth of fifteen feet
The lake which Is from half to a
mile and a half wide and three miles
long has no outlet and is a deep briny
bog said to resemble the
potasn
lakes of Germuny where great
most of the
product used in the United States
came from before the war. The discovery of potash In salt and alkalal
lakes of the Dakotas, Nebraska and
,1s
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H'KITK 101! 1IOTKI., t'OTT.V; K, Itt NtiA LOW
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Spend the

A psistitl to tlio i'tvc Service lluri
uit, rlmmlK r of ( onunerx-o- ,
Siinln
.ilonifti, Hli),ilaliin; just what lut'omiiiotlntlniiM ,,m want, wil Pnil)le our
imiiiiu to liavo your iiffoinmotltilioiiM nviiitiii you nlii'it
arrive.
ytu
ur vacation at this
l
Enjoy
a..ald
where mu..lain meet th aea
You
will
rare combination of aenahtire n ml innunlnln
""vlKoratin,,, ,.
M
,ulnmi.P
?wTJ"""ih!0 attraction and amusement.
every coiu-cenjoy
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FRANCISCO
for a
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Interesting

Inexpensive Vacation

frm
Breikfivst 36c and 60o (Sun- ,"5'
Diniler a,1'
i (Sundayg $1.2r).
' a,ary S!',re,!t' S"n ofl Dnioa S(l'ure i3 '" t
verythlnir
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free-for-al- ls

is now used reg-
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CARLSBAD TO ENTERTAIN
MEN LEAVING FOR ARMY

better because

Carlsbad, N. MV June 20. The
Carlsbad commercial club plans an
entertainment for the draft of men
which leaves on June 26 for Camp
On the night of the twenty.
Cody.
fourth there will be a band concert on
the courthouse lawn. The nextve-nin- e
there will be a free picture show,
and a banquet will be' arranged on the
before the
evening of the twenty-sixtmen leave fo tne training camp.

v

better and feel

of the change.
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Don't nrglcct the "Two-BitCtm Club,, Join Jodai,

"

Itcd

,;..,,

Rythmic Surf.

"IV
In u Ki L'lon I'hiiioiis
for lis i'ool .Slimmer
Cliniitto.
Enjoy a few wpp!s nt Iong
Upurh, the Kouthlantl'g most
bettulifu'l resort by the BPa. The
opntpr of sumiiipr social activi
ties. Tennis, Rolf, hathing, mo
toring, yachting, dancing, fishing and horst'lutck riding are
Among the countless diversions.
Five automobile boulevards direct, to Los Angeles.
The A irglnia Is conducted on
the American plan. Absolutely
lire proof. An atmosphere of
quiet refinement ever prevails
s
at tins
beach re
sort. Write for descriptive fold.
er.
i. SI. UlItn.VXK, Manager.

PAVING CONTRACTS

jjp

special cnanaaeoNotNct to noknino jousnmli
Kast Las Vegas, K. M., Juno 20.
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Trad, la
Ettak.
may
BCH00L. FHueroa at atk, Lm AngilH.
Vulranilntj.

Trad. School.
CATALOG,

aevciAi. eawniMN3tfNc

to fvHNirt fouaib
Santa Fe, June 20.
of Public Instruction J. H. Waener
has returned from Washington, I). C,
where he ttended a conference of the
directors of the federal working re
serve. He accompanied the
other di
rectors to the White House where
President Wilson told them that he
is borrowing the bruin of the United
States to help win the war. In New
Mexico, Mr. Wagner has enrolled more
than 700 men in the working reserve
exceeding the state's quota. The government has thus, far taken 200 of
these skilled men. There is a surplus
of painters and electricians but
ana rive ten are In special
Supt.-intenden-

wMct.

Mr. Wagner, . accompanied
demand.
by Assistant Superintendent John V.
Conway left yesterday to address the
county institutes at ,Taoa, Tierra
Amarllla and Kspanola,

s.ws

it acted likh a CHAmr.
Coughs, colds, sore throat or bron-

chial troubles which persist at this
time of tho year usually are of an obstinate character. That Is all the more
reason why a truly reliable remed
like Foley's Honey and Tap Compound
should be used. Mrs. Margaret Smale,
Rlshop, Calif., writes;, "Foley' Honey
and Tar is a grand remedy; more than
Is claimed for it. I was suffering from
a cold Inst week and vsed the mcdl--inand it acted like a charm." Contains no opiates. Sold everywhere.
e

Joiu (ho

"Two-Ull-

"

Club,

ARE

SIGNED AT LAS VEGAS
Hiking,

New Hotel m. Catherine, Mimd Villa Cottuitea nnd Tanvai
City to Onen In June.
vmr""'r '"form",'"n' '""'l'". ta, tnd for reaervatlont In Hotel St. CalWlne,
toBann;ne compn As'n"-puo,fi

WASHINGTON CONFERENCE

of former coffee
drintoeis who live

KmP

SPLENDID SPIRIT
DF COMRADESHIP

.

;

BETWEEN THOOPS
.

Summer Season, 1918
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road parallel to the front. Suddenly
they ran into a greatly superior Austrian contingent thut was barring the
Yvfly. Instead of fleeing they dismounted nnd ad vii need with fixed bayonets.
.Simultaneously the Austriuns were
ordered to charge.
Tho two waves of bayonets clashed
nnd a terrific fight ensued. The splendid physiiiue and undaunted courage

11

French (.'ocs to Kimwcll.
Santa Ke- June 20. Stale Kngineer
James A. French left last night for
Uoswell to attend a drainage
on June 24. He will also inspect roiul projects in Chaves, Kdtly

and Lincoln counties.

BcHlaiirnnlciti' is Dead.
New oik, June 20. Jean Haptlste
Martin, one of tho best known old tlmo
restauranteiirs of New ork, died at his
home here toduy of liriglit's disease,
aged 61. He was born In Albertvllle,
Savoy, Fiance, in 1S57, and numbered many celebrities among .his friends.
Carlsbad,

ruling bus

N. M., June 20. A new
Juat been received by the

Kildy county council of defense, which
will allow all tho wheat grown on tho
Carlsbad projectsto be ground by the
Carlsbad project Milling company.

FAYWOOD
HOT SPRINGS
for Rheumatism, Stomach Trouble!, Kidney Ailments, Inflammations, Arterial Hardening, Locomotor Ataxia, Nervous Breaking,
eto.
Perfect Treatment, Perfect
Climate. Health. Pleasure, Lrge
Modern Hotel. Booklet.
Round
trip to Faywood from Albuquerque
1S.70.

The Ideal Summer Resort

WAGNER RETURNS FROM

-

nariieasu'B! m

camp.

IIATTLK CRICKK MKTIIODS
Beautifully eltunted In tho eliv fsmn...
for H cool ummer climate. The flneat
lntltutlon of lta kind In the West.
fine electrln and
y
equip-men- t;
aelentmo methods Thoroughly
competent corrn of men and women
a
and itrgenni; graduale nursef;
health lerturer American plan aervlca.
Special auminer rntea. For deacrlptlva
folder and rnteg write
W. RAT HIMPKOV, Mnnager.
Tenth and Linden Avenue, Long Beach.
Pal.

f

worlil-fumou-

cow-pon-
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SANTA C ATA LIN A ISLAND
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of the British cyclists
too
proved
much for the Austriuns, however- nnd
they fled, discarding their rifles. The
llrltish gave pursuit and captured
many prisoners and small arms,

.

Bathing, Boating, Fishing, Golf, Tenn.8, Mountain
Swimming, and Many Other Diversions.
A,t" n,:' 19ib"n,y To I'",ru,
uMnZUZnTt "'a

SPECIAL SUMMEP

whets summer pleasure
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ATIONIS

Disagrees

half-mil-

delight
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IIKACH

"

BWACII
The preemin-- ' it tiiy
hemes. MuKiif ficc-nhotels, cutlagei, apartment
nnd bunica lows w he re culture always ceii
I.OVd UKACH
Where commere
thrives A elly of safo In vstnietita Fastest urow- Am. rira.
Yul'H in.TI.MATK K11MMKH HO.M K
eity
A pout card
will brliuf interesting f'dders on Heerontions. Homes nnd Industries, and
UKITK 1,. V. ItALI.A ItO, SM KKTAKV,
uny nther information thnt ym requi-stOl' COMMUK i:, LONG IH:A('II.CAI..

I Cowl Wry in Kntir
CrpMceiit:
Hay DUtrlet.
lr.O cool nnd heautifuUy furtiinhpd rooms. Ahsolutely flreorouf,
situnffd in center of amusements nnd but n few steps from the
lirenkei'M Amer nnd liiir. nlnns V.wr olnn fn.m 11 imr dv m
Arrange ror reservations now. inecK your paKKase u.teet.

f,

There's always a
safe and pleasant
cup to take its

or recreation.
Tin Hpurtsman'a Uleallhe motorist's
riHi

I.niK'tt Metropolitnn

led those Interested to believe that the lake mentioned
also
contains valuable deposits of potash
since it receives the deposits of vegetable and animal matter of the entire
Portales valiey of which it is the eastern extremity.
Thousands of head of cattle have
lost their lives In attempting to cross
the lake and It Is the statement of an
eld resident near the lake that no animal larger than a coyote has ever
been able to cross It. Among local men
who have filed claims and will bo interested in the development of the
project are A. E. Curren, J. It. Den-hoJack Itawllngs, A. L. Ourley, R.
H. Crook, J. H. Green, J. W. Hunter,
A. B. Wagner and K. H. Robinson,
A sample of the liquid taken from
the surface of the lake and sent to the
state school of mines for chemical analysis shows 398.84 grains of potash
pgr gallon. Local chemists say that
samples taken from a depth of thirty- two feet will run from ( per cent to
10 per cent pure potash.

j
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California

(frCIL CORRMPONpiNCV TO MORNINA JOUMNM.1
Carlsbad, N. M., June 20. Labor
has been scarce in Carlsbad lately, but
Fomo hoboes who dlrtn t tnink me
town had heard of the war were sit
ting around, enjoying the climate and
taking their ease, when the council of
defense nnd the city government got NEW FEATURES ARE
tired of it. The former recommended
BILLED BY COWBOYS
end the latter passed a drastic "vag'
ordinance. The wide court house, lawn
FOR LAS VEGAS FETE
has Just had a fine trimming because
one man ilidn t leave town before the
ordinance went Into effect.
SPICIAL COflRKSPONDCNCa TO MORNINO JOURNAL)
lasVegns, N. M., Juno 20. There
will be no cry of "H. O. 8." from the
h'ourth Annual Cowboys Reunion, to
be held here July :t, 4 and 5. S. O. ,H.
usually is known as a distress signal
from vessels at sea, but in this instance it has another significance
Same Old Stuff. The cowboys have
decided to banish it. None of the antiquated acts are to remain on the
program except those which are fav
orites with tha public.
The bronks are to be saddled and
mounted In full view of the grandstand, the cowboys having found that
the public is as much interested In
seeing the kicking, onery critters suband the riders
dued and cinched
climb into the saddle as it is in watchmore
No
ride.
saddling in the
ing the
chutes. Is the order of Arena Director Con W. Jackson.
Races, which always set the crowds
yelling, are to be numerous on each
reday's program. There's the rangeeach
lay, in which each puncher ropes sadfrom
a corral,
of his four mounts
dles and mounts; the quick change relay, requiring a change of equipment
in
with each round; the pack race, out
must get
which each contestantsaddle-anpack
of bed. catch, put on
e
circuit
place
and make complete
or
horse
without losing hat, pack
of various dispack;
y
tances; a race for rope horses;
races for boys, girls and women
.k,Mi, nmn race, which gives

.039 R
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Shows Presence of Carbonate in Salt Lake,
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T. C. McDERMOTT
w.a.i

FAYWOOD, N. H.

Italian Army Headijiiai tois, Juno 20.
(via Ottawa). Thy splendid spirit of
comradeship which exists between the
British and Italians on the Italian
front is illustrated by a brilliant feat,
performed during the present offensive, in the Urifish sector.
The incident ulso brings out one of the most
successful features of the organization
of the Italian army tho wise distribution and rapid handling of reserves.
The British defenders of a certain
position were oriloipd to retire with
a view to straightening out a salient.
A small detachment was left on the
crest of a hllj ;l,000 feet high lo cover
the withdrawal. The Austrians, who

Contracts for tho paving of Douglas
avenue from the corner of Twelfth
s.reet, east to Kailroud avenue and
the streets around the Sixth street- Lincoln avenue-Railroa- d
avenue loop
have been signed by city officials ami
the El Paso llithulithlc company.
Work will begin at once. The city recently voted a bond issue to pay for Immediately' perceived the operation,
tried to overwhelm the detachment,
the street inlersectlons.
It was necewuiiy to hold up the but the latter, although almost surcontract until tho
had rounded and outnumbered ten fold,
been altered to moot conditions which succeeded in holding tho enemy at
have arisen since the specifications bay.
The commander of an Alpine dewere made lust year. A drainage system to cover the northern part of the tachment on thu left of tlio liritisll
city also will be built, and u tanitiiry 'detachment, decided on his own insewer system to cover the "flats'' dis- itiative to attempt to rescue Urn
'
The iicstinn was whether the
trict Is now being completed.
Alpinl would be able to arrive In
time to find the defenders alive. Tho
Kdtly County Itoml Work.
commander of the Alpinl. however.
Carlsbad, N. .M.. June 20. The said:
,
state is taking up road work again in
"We would bo too late If any but
this corner of Eddy county. Hoad Sup- the British bull
were defending
erintendent W. C. Davidson is works, tho position ,and dogs
If any but tho
ing on the Carlsbad Iakewood road,
a stretch that will put Carlsbad in rescue. Chumpis were rushing to their
communication with the upper valley.
Tha Alpinl thereupon flashed forTwo spillways will be put up on the ward.
Tho- British
received
them
road, one at Kocky Arroya, and the with cheers for
Italy. The Austriuna
other at Seven ltivets.
were so taken back by this unexpect
I ed
onslaught that they wavered. At
War on Prairie Dogs.'
this Juncture, the commander of the
20.
N.
The
M.,
June
Carlsbad,
British detachment leaped to the top
government has started work eradi- of the trench and ordered a charge.
cating prairio dogs on the Carlsbad The Austrians were forced to with-draproject. Tho work Is being done unin the face of the
hntn
der the supervision of Biological As- on tho front of the advance attack,
and on the
sistant liateman, who Is employing M. flank.
W. Walters, Dock Vest and George
In another Instance a detachment of
Spencer. At present tlio crew is work-in- s British cyclists was chunulng its pos
around Mulana.
ition and moving along u sunken
iu

w
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You'll

Never

Bake Another Cake
after you've tried these. That'e what
one of our customers told her friend.
And she knew what she was talking
about, for at first she waa decidedly
skeptical regarding any baking done
outside the home. But why praise
our baking? Try some pies and
cakes and you'll do the praising.
.4.

a.

N. BALLING,
107 South Fir--

B.
'

Prop.

Street

Pioneer Bakery
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the men In the yards be permitted t.
have beer will be a signal for loud
protests by prohibitionists.
They will
not stop to weigh tho question on Its
merits. The real object Mr. Hurley
has In view will find no place in their
considerations.

THE CANNING SEASON
WITH SCISSORS
AND PASTE
THE I'ASSIXti SHOW.
(Chicago Tribune.)
(Central Street at Second, Albuquer-

They will denounce

as wholly bad.
JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO. the proposal
In these days of bone dry laws ana
Western RpentttT
to saloons it
growing
antagonism
& J. ANDERSON,
takes nerve to declare that "to take
MarquttU Bldf ., CMcaro, 111,
beer away from shipyard employes
Eastern Representative
would reduce their efficiency and reRALPH R. MULLIGAN,
88 Kait 42na Street,
sult in a reduction of new ship tonNew York.
s
Kntered as
matter at the nage of about 25 per cent."
postofrlce of Albuquerque, N. U., under Act
Yet it is safe to assume. Mr. Hurley
of Congress of March 1, 1878.
Larger circulation than any other paper deliberated well before , voicing his
In New Meilco. The only paper In New opinion un the subject,
lie was careMexico IseUAd every day In the year.
ful to point out that he made no efTERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION:
asDally, by carrier or by mall, one month.. Too fort to pass Judgment on the moral
$7.1
Yearly, In advance
pect of the tluestlon. His wjiole aim.
NOTICB TO SUBSCRIBERS.
he said, was to keep the work in the
Subscribers to the Journal when writing
to have tbelr paper changed to a new adshipyards up to schedule. To do that
dress must be aura to rive the old address. the wishes of the men would have
"The Morning Journal bai a higher circuto be satisfied.
lation rating than la accorded to any other
The men want beer. If they are deNew
In
Mexico."
paper
Tha American
Newspaper Directory,
nied it in tile government shipyards,
O
O they will go where they are not deMEMBER OF THB ASSOCIATED
nied it. That is the nubbin of the situation as Mr. Hurley sees it. If Mr.
Tha Associated Press Is exclusively
entitled to the use for republication
doesn't understand the shipHurley
of all news credited to It or not otherwise credited In this paper and avian
yards conditions, no one does.
tha local new published herein,
It is a long, trying process to legTHE JORNAL take
islate morals, anyway; as reformers
and prints
sixty hours and thirty minutes of exhave found since the beginning of
clusively Associated Presa leaaed wire
time. To regulate by law the morals
service esch week. No other newspaper published In New Mexico take
of the men now building the ships
more than twenty-fou- r
houra of Aswith which America is to keep her
sociated PreU arv1n rfnrln m
6 - - - soldiers supplied with food Is a
business, both for the men in
FRIDAY.
...JUNE 21, 1918 France and the people at home.
A number of fine points of princino mekcy:
ple are involved in the question which
'Man lernt nie aus" one haa never Mr. Hurley has tried to solve quickly
done learning say tho Germans. Con- and sanely. If they are left out of the
sequently they seem lient on teaching consideration, it would appear that
Mr. Hurley's solution is the only one
the world that Air. Kipling's classification of mankind Into "human be- possible In the clroumstances.
ings and Cermuns" was .scientifically exact.
It has besn suggested that warTheir latest exploit in bombing de- ships bo nnir.ed after members of
Thai would be one way
liberately a
group of lirit-ib- congress.
who thy
for people to remember
hospitals in France, and in sweeping I he cots of the wounded men and were.
the devoted nursing sisters and attendants with machine-gu- n
fire, is on
A IJIjACK-HANwarmvu.
a par with ail the abominations that
have caused the German namo to stink
which
The Berlin
in the nostrils of humanity since the has served as an organ of tho Genua r
war began, and will cause i to stink emperor, notes the report that ine
while memory endures.
Comfort may sail without escoit to
To outrages of this kind there is but ask: "What cargo will tb American
one answer.
Fierce and relentless hospital ship carry on the Journey to
war upon Germans and their" kind till Europe, .having no wounded or sick on
they be utterly vanquished, and then board?
We greatly fear, American
ostracism from the society of civilized flying men and perhaps a few dozen
nations.
airplanes."
It has been urged that an end
The inspired utterance refers to
be put to the folly of failing to bring "the ample experience we have hud in
home to our people, a true sense of the thn war of hospital ships bearing the
atrocious crimes of the enemy. This signs of the lied Cross." Thero has
of American
plea must be heeded, not spasmodi- been no "experience"
'
cally, but deliberately, persistently, hospital ships. We .have sent none.
until every man, woman, and child Those of our allies were scrupulously
in this country understands that 'tier-man- " in accord with international law; yet
is a synonym for all that is das- repeated attacks ,were made upon
them until by such assassination
tardly upon the earth.
Upon "scientific' felons who know Britain and Franco were made to see
neither truth nor chivalry let there that to the sharks of Germany the
be among the allies a man outlasting Red Cross was an invitation to mur
in duration and intensity even the der.
remembrance of the chastisement
The hint of "American flying men'
While yet
which the allied nations are more than is for home consumption.
ever bound to inflict upon them.
we tried to be neutral, many American youth went abroad, not on hoswould
DKIW OIIJO SPEKCII.
pital ships but any ships that
ambulance-drivercarry them, to act as
Eugene V. Debs, three times candiSeeing their helpless charges
date for the highest position In the bombed In ambulances or hospitals
I'nlted States, in a speech at Canton, plainly marked, some Joined the
(I., denied that ho had repudiated the French army to fight the foe that
which must be fought, and some .have Joined
party's St. Louis "platform,
pledges opposition to conscription. In our own. It was their right.
other words he still holds such a platti, a n. lime way from sending
form as legitimate and will support it. soldiers to Franco iiv a hospital ship,
"The United States under the rule under the Hed Cross. The Prussian
of autocracy, is the only country in the knows we shall not do It. He may
world would send a woman to Jail for mean to set up in advance a plea of
ten years for exercising the right of defense if some marauder sinks anfree speech," he said. Other remarks other hospital ship without orders.
carefully derogatory to the United Remembering Uernstorffs I.usitania
States were made' by this man who notice ordered from Berli;i, he may
wanted to be the nation's chief exec- have penned a Black-han- d
warning'of
,..
utive.
inteniled murder. ,.
Had John Smith or Hill Jones, as
laboring men, said what Debs said
The Santa Fe railroad did what was
from a platform, they would have to
bo expected of It in the matter of
been sought out and imprisoned,
Coal avenue viaduct.
the
attained
of his prominence,
through his nerve in posing os quali
The United State has" "put somefied for the presidency, he has thus
far not been molested, although the thing across" oh Germany a million
government Is Investigating- his talk khaki clad troops.
"I am as guilty as Hose Pastor
Stokes," he said. That is one true
SO far there has been no sign of
statement in his Ohio address. If his backwardness about the men at the
own statements are true he should front.
be behind prison bars. The espionage
act was not created alone for atjy cerA
CJENV WOOD'S DAUGHTER
tain class. Why Bhould Des not feel
RIDER.
tho hand of Uncle Sam? His defence
(Detroit News.)
of the very things which will under
She hoped to go to France with her
mine the policies of the government father, MaJ. Gen. Leonard Wood, fortoday and give the Huns a chance to mer chief of the army staff. Now that
work their "kultur" In America, con h Is not, his charming daughter,
is a very much disapstitutes In Itself a violation of the act, Loulsita Wood, woman.
or if not technically so, a violation of pointed young
Athletic, fond of all sorts of outthe principles of American manhood door
adventure, Miss Wood, when she
Miould the government agents find was 12
years old, set a record for long
so
were
arranged distance riding for girls. Irk October.
that his remarks
an to leave him a loophole through 1913, she galloped Into Fort Meyer,
which to escape the law, even then Va., with her father and Col. H. C.
rhould all true Americans resent his Hieston at the end of the last
ride. Ever since
speech and ostracise him as a felon. dash of a
T ie man who is not for America to- Bhe has set the pace In hard and long
distance riding for girls. Miss Wood
day is against America. Debs un- Is about IS
years old.
doubtedly Is not FOR the government.
From the time she could walk
There are several classes of slack Iouisita lias been a rider. She learned
ers, the men who. are cowards and horsemanship .from tho troopers at
hide front service, and those who Fort Myer and soon became as proficstrike at America in this critical time. ient a rider as any of them. Always
Of the two the latter are the worse a favorite with the men, she grew
the
because of the influence they may ex. up spending half her time around
stables, never so happy as when with
erf. Debs Is a menace to the success tha
horses. From .her father she Inof the war.
herits a naturally robust physique, for
General Wood oven today Is a powerful man, and in his youth was one of
BEER FOR SIIIPWORKKItS.
the finest all round athletics in the
It will not be long before a man army.
That' first long ride she undertook
will have to Join the , irmy to get
a
girl was when her
enough to eat, or Join the workers In when
father and Colonel Hieston were
the emergency fleet corporatlon'sHIp obliged
course in
to ride the
in order to satisfy hi, thirst
jatds
with army regulations to
compliance
'
f
Chairman th& effect that such a trip be made by
The recommendation-oHurley of "tho" fleet corporation' that officers once a year1 In the 'army. teBt

";
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Ijooks like a regular town;
Here is the' sole traffic cop,
Say, but that sun's pouring down!
Civilized life lias the drop.

Here is the. sole traffic cop;
See the old squaws and tho buck.
Civilised life has the drop;
Bits of the frontier have struck.

secuDd-ctati-

See' the old squaws and the buck:
Stetson' and boots off the range.
Bits of the frontier have stuck;
Rnttlisg of glasses and change.

b.

"Limited" landed the guy:
'
Say, but that sun's pouring down!
Mexicans chatUrlng by:
Looks like a regular town.
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The Diary of A Krupp Director
v

J

:
SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO MORNINO

JOURNAL)

Switzerland, May 30.
the Lichnowsky revelations there
have been no such interesting and important statements concerning the responsibility for war as those contained in a volume by Dr. Wilhelm
Muehlon,
formerly a director of
Krupp's works at Essen. Dr. Muehlon is now in Switzerland, where he
has bought a good deal of land and
an old country house near Berne, and
sttled there with his family. Recently in the German
reichstag it was
stated that Dr. Muehlon is mentally
unbalanced.
he was
Nevertheless,
called up for military service only a
few weeks ago, in the hope that he
would then cross tho Swiss frontier
into Germany in order to be examined, when, of course, an end could
Have been made to him. Dr. Muehlon, however, has thought best to remain in Switzerland, although by so
doing he constitutes himself a deserter, and although the position of deserters In Switzerland at present is not
altogether a pleasant one.
"Mentally unbalanced!" Yet it is"
not so long since tho firm, of Krupp,
which presumably would hardly have
attained such Importance! if it hail had
mentally unbalanced men as Its directors, was paying Dr. Muehlon an
0
annual salary of 200,000 marks
pounds), besides which ho received certain percentages which considerably
augmented his income.
Moreover, when Dr. Muehlon sent in
his resignation as a director of Krupp
the other members of the board of directors approached him with an offer
to make him chairman of their board
if only he would remain. Again, there
are a number of Swiss in good positions, some of them personally known
to mo, wlio hnve had dealings with
Dr. Muehlon, and are certainly thoroughly able to detect any signs of lack
of mental balance or "nervousness";
and they one and all laugh to scorn
the notion of Dr. Muehlon being anything but thoroughly normal. On iho
contrary, they all agree In describing
him as exceptionally
shrewd and
clearheaded, and, what is more, they
assert that he is a thoroughly patri
otic German, one who yearns to see
his country released from its present
rulers. In the fact of so much concurrent testimony, it Is useless for the
Potsdam plotters to pretend that Dr.
Muehlon who happens to have written
what Is disagreeable to them, Is mennervous, or anytally unbalanced,
thing else abnormal.
Record.
I am able to state that Dr. Mueh-lo- h
did not intend to publish his diary
until these abominablo lying statements were made about .him in the
German reichstag, and now, when
everyone reads this diary, which will
be published lit tho end of this month
or the beginning
of June by Orell
Fussll, of Zurich, the world In geit- eral will be able to laugh to scorn the
notion of a mentally unbalanced man
having so clear, direct, and logical a
tyle.. After giving a general account
"Written in the first dnys of August,
1914," of how the war came about.
Dr. Muehlon begins his
record, tho first entry In wh(ch Is
dated August 4, 1914. Tho book'will
contain only about 160 pagetf, which
I have been privileged to see In proof,
hut I have only had time to read the
diary up to September 29, 1914. Nothing appears more clearly from this
diary than the fact that Dr. Muehlon
considers for excellent reasons, based
on facts which he cites in detail that
Austria, her intolerable and
generally, were' mainly
responsible for tha outbreak of war,
and that the individual most responsible for rushing Europe Into It' was
the German emperor, I do not know
Is defunct
whether
yet In Great Britain and the United
States; 'but, If not. then this book,
Berne,

Ex-ec-

(10,-00-

I)ay-to-Iay

day-to-d-

utropn-clllatorine-

ss

which I hope will soon appear In Eng-li.sought to give it its death blow.
1 should
like to cite many passages cf
this work, but until it appears I
must refrain from much quotation.
Moreover, it is so Interesting that to
select any particular passages for cite iion is difti'MP.
In tho first pt.it of .his diary Dr.
Muehlon refers to Austria ns "an angreedy
tiquated, harsh,
hypocritical form of a state, a colossus with feet of clay." The famous conference between the Austrian and certain highly-placepersonages in Ber
lin was held early in July, 1914, Just
before the kaiser left for his usual
summer cruise. Of this conference
Dr. Muehlon says he learned on July
17 from a very highly-place- d
person-owwho said that at teh conference
"the kaiser told the Austrians that
this time ho would support them
through thick and thin." At this conference, also, with the consent of the
German government, the Austrians
decided to send Serbia a sharp note.
The Viennese
government received
carte blanche to send whatever sort
of note they liked to Serbia, however"
unconcilintory in tone and form, and
even if virtually an ultimatum. AnBerlin personage
other highly-place- d
told Dr. Muehlon that ho had Just
been talking with "his friend the secretary of state for foreign affairs"
about the iact that the responsibility for the note was left to Vienna, and
that Germany was placed in the position' of having to take the consequences of whatever Vienna might
think fit to do. The secretary of
state for foreign affairs further stated
that the Gorman government had
thought of asking to be allowed to
help draft the note to Serbia, but that
the kaiser had been in such a hurry
to promise' Austria unconditionally every! liing she wanted that the Germans
could do nothing.
Finally, the German secretary of state consoled himself with the reflection that he could
st i U make a good impression in Paris
and St. Petersburg by stating that he
knew nothing about the note. Interesting information is afforded by Dr.
Mnehlon's diary of he important part
played In this war by Roman Catholicism. The Center
party (Itomnn
Catholic) press in Germany urged
Vienna's being unconditionally supported, "through thick and thin,"
again to use the kaiser's words, if only
because the dual monarchy supported
Roman Catholicism among all its different peoples.
Why Turkey Joined War.'
, To show how full of interest is this
diary of Dr. Muehlon, I will give one
quotation, under date September 5.
d

MILITARY

ROYALTY VS. DEMOCRACY.
(San Francisco Chronicle.)
The house of lords is nearing the
edge of a volcano which may suddenly erupt. The Irish question may develop into one mote serious, that may
What
bo formulated in the query:
are lor. Is needed for In a democratic
count ry?

DRILLS RAISE SUIIOL- -'

e,

Rou-man- la

one-thir- d
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From the Berlin Kfcuzzciuing.
tradesman named Paul Koch was
charged with insulting and maltreat-n- g
Chief Burgomaster Kaiser of that

ure.
Vaanj ago Joseph Choate, Thomas
B. KkhiI and a wealthy nirut of sporting tendencies met" at dinner in New
York. The wealthy man had had a
bad day at the races and complained
bitterly of his luck.
with
never
"I have
gambled
cards," said Choate Impressively, "or
bet a dollar on a horse race."
"I wish I could say that." replied
(he sport with a sigh.
"Why don't you. then?" Reed interposed. "Choate did."
PLAN A STATUE OF I II LEY.
(From the Indianapolis News.)
The contract for modeling a lifesize.
statue of James Whilcomh
Riley,
which is to be placed in the yard of
the court houxaj at Gjeenf iebl, I ml., ,
the birthplace of Indiana'.! beloved
poet, has been awarded to Mrs. Myra
It. Richards, an Indianapolis sculp.
tor.
liiley poso.1 before his death for
Mrs. Richards, who is Ihe only sculptor to whom ho ever gave a sitting.
The httitue will be a bronze figure,
which will stand on a solid granite
pedestal.

(Tho Range Finder.)
The accusation
has been i.made
against military trainirer, especially
by some professors, Oiut it is ruining j
But rescholarship in the university.
cent calculations of the""registrar""of
tho University of North Carolina show
that the general average of every class
two Turkish officers looked on Ger- .has Improved this year over last year,
many u.s the true friend and savior of except the freshman and the falling
Turkey, but, as in tho spring of 1914 off here was only .07 of a point. The
ho had been twice in Constantinople,
sophomores improved .OS, the juniors
he coidd hardly believe .his ears.
.09 and the seniors
pulled up AG.
Since then, however, German had There has also been a slight improve
been sending quantities of very valu- ment in the attendance on classes.
able war material by rail via
and Bulgaria to Constantinople
CONSCRIPT LABOR TO FARM.
and in theso few months, or even
(L. B. W illis in the Range Finder.)
weeks, the Turks had completely
California recently made an offer
turned round.
to the government to feed
The work of the Germans in Belof the nation if the government would
gium during the first months of tho furnish all the labor that the state
war is fully described in this diary. needed. This was
something besides
Dr. Muehlon deals with the cruelties an
stunt. She could do it.
and abominations committed by the So advertising.
could many of our larger slates.
Germans, quoting In corroboration the Then if we had adequate farm labor
statements of Krupp's representative we could increase our production to
In Belgium, who was an
0
ementTsatis
of much.
such an ext.ent that the effort to
greatly reduce consumption would be
It is not the nations
unnecessary.
i
pm.
I m
(1 mmm Pi
that save the most, but those that produce the most, that are greatest.
Therefore our greatest duty is to push
To do this wo must
up production.
have a sufficient amount of farm labor.
The government could furnish labor. It controls the distribution of
A
food, It operates tho railroads.

ira

EASY TO MAKE FIGURES
German newsppner correspondents
claim that 17 0,000 allied prisoners,
two thousand cannon ami innumerable machine guns have been captured
since the start of the present offensive. Ma i eh 21. Amsterdam Dispatch.
Impressive figures, aren't they? Hut
It is cosy for rapid calculators, like
those German correspondents, to fig-

BRAZIL IV THE WAR.
'
(Scientific American.)
Because not much his been heard
about Brazil's share in the war, it
must no be presumed that she 'Is doing little or nothing. As a mailer of
fact, conscription is in force and every possible preparation is being made
to strike a heavy blow in Europe. Ura-zil- 's
shi.s are patrolling the coast of
South America and other ships havo
gone to European waters, where they
are, operating with tho allied navies.
Th.o Brazilian
navy icludes several
dreadnaughts of good speed and heavy
offensive power.
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Stetsons and boots off tile range:
"Limited" landed this guy.
Rattling of glasses and change;
Mexicans chattering

-

well-know- n

ment were as high as those paid by
government contractors, the govcrn- ment would not Tuse much. There
would be rio transportation bills to
pay. If the loss should amount to a
great deal, the incresae in production
would more than pay for it. We must
have tho food. It will win tho war.
There is plenty of land to be had for
farms. .Since so much labor is being
used in the production of nonessentials, it is up to. the government to
supply cnoggh " to produce the essen-linl- s.

'

lG.

If. CRUSH
(Washington Star.)
"Truth crushed to earth will rise
again," said the pootry quoter.
Senator Sorghum;
"Yes," replied
"but sometimes she gets up so late
that an important train of thought
has gone on without her."

T RUT

Careless Use of
Soap Spoils the" Hair
Soap should be used very carefully,

if you want to keep your hair looking
Ks best.
Most soaps and prepared

shampoos contain too much alkali.
This dries the scalp, makes the hair
brittle, and ruins it.
The best thing for steady use is
Just ordinary mulsified cocoanut oil
(which Is pure and groaseless), and
Is better than the most expensive sap
or anything else you can use.
One or two teaspoonfuls will cleanse
the hair and scalp thoroughly. Simply
moisten the hair with water and rub
it in. It makes on abundance of rich,
creamv lather,, which rinses out easily,
removing every particle of dust, dirt,
dandruff and excessive oil. Th hair
dries quickly and evenly, and it leaves
the scalp soft, and the hair fine and
bright, lustrous, fluffy and easy
department to furnish farm labor silky,
when needed could be established. to manage..
can get mulsified cocoanut oil
You
Such a department could obtain Lho
at any pharmacy, it's very cheap, and
required amount of labor.
i few ounces will supply every memIf the wages paid by this depart- - ber of the family for months.

A

r,p

town.
Koch, who called on the burgomaster and protested against the insufficient supply of food, was ordered
by the civic dignitary to leave the
town hull. On his refusal, the burgomaster struck him In the face, whereupon Koch knocked Herr Kaiser
down and attempted to strangle him.
The burgomaster, being the stronger of the two, extricated himself from
his assailant's grusp, and in his turn
Idiot ked him down. At that moment
.he municipal secretary, entering the
room, kicked 'Koch as ho lay on the
floor, but the man, quickly springing,
to Ills feet, then stalled the burgomaster
with a clasp knife, and was
finally removed from the building by
three aimed policemen.
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ROOSTER IS PRIZE FOR
BEST NAMES FOR HENS

33

U

Cnn53S

3332UJ?

VMI

i.

,

Santa Fc, June 20. An opportunity
to win a high pedigreed rooster is offered by the state college to the New
Mexican who will suggest an acceptable name for two hens, one of which
a white Wyandotte, wus hatched April
1, 1910, and which is one year, from
November 20, 1910. to November 25,
1917, inclusive, laid 2H0 eggs.
She weighed 4 pounds and 8 ounces
when the first egg wus laid and .her
per dozen.
eggs weight 24 ounces
1914
From November 2, 1917, to April
104
eggs', is in
Today two Turkish officers called o0, 1918, she produced
eggs.
upon me. They were very well pleased good health and is still laying white
with the course the war was taking, Tlie other hen is a single comb
days
because they said It was again making leghorn hen, hatched twenty
later, and began laying October 17,
Turkey mistress of Islam. Every248
eggs tha first year
1916, laying
thing was going on as well as could She weighed 3 pounds and 1 ounce
be: the Sublime Porte and Germany when the first egg was laid and her
were as one, and Turkey was only eggs welgri 26 ounccfc per dozen. Up
laid another ninety-si- x
waiting for a hint In order to Join In to April 30, she
eggs and is still on the Job. The
the fray. The Turkish fleet, comis
. instance
manded by Germans, would first of prize cockerel toin beeach
named. The confrom the hen
all set matters to rights in the Black test
is open to every one.
sea.
numbers of Turkish
time
some
had
been
for
Flros Afe Investigated.
troops
going
East Las Vegas. N. M., Juno 20.
past to Trebizond, and even by sea,
without being in any way molested. District Attorney Chester A. Hunker
is making an investigation of tha tvo
Russian Armenia and all territories,
fires which occurred in the
incendiary
befar
and
Including the Caucasus
same block in the business section
freed
from
yond It, would soon be
Saturday night. So i far, no arrests
Russian domination. They were in have been made.
and
touch with Persia-- Afghanistan,
the Mohammedan population of In- ROW SHE IUNISKES BACKACHE.
Mrs. Effie E. Kleppe, Avorlll, Minn.,
dia. Thev had come to a complete
sanitarium three
"I was at
understanding with the Sheikhs in writes:
weeks at one time, two weeks another
Arabia, who at a sign from the caliph
for rheumatism and kidney trouwould invade British territory. An time,
ble and got no relief. On my return
army was "being formed In Damascus home I began using Foley Kidney Pills
to march on' Egypt. A general rising ihd found Immediate relief; a half
In all countries united by religious bottle completed the cure." This is
ties with .the- sultan would abollRh the further proof "hat these wonderful
give relief where other treatgovernment of the Russians and the pills
ments fall. Uneqnaled for weak, sore,
English.'.,
aching kidneys, bladder, back, muscles
Dr. Muehlon V remarks that these or Joint Sold everywhere.., .

1

F.cTHOM AS PARISIAN

1
l ,reiTHE
"tf DYEING AND CLEANING WORKS h
f ti 7fctfW 27.33 Tsatli Street.' Sen FwscUmI.
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Albuquerque Morning - Journal,' Friday, June 21, 1918.
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FOB INACTIVITY
Sales

Unusually
Final
Hour,'

Until

Some Special Issues
Pronounced Strength,
(Y

MOSNINS JOURNAL

Now

IRotii.

UIASIO WISS,

York, June 20.r-- All
recrrit
records for dullness and contracted
were
operations
broken by today's
stock market until the final
hour
when the general list developed pro- nuun'-eon an uiRent destrength
mand for United States Steel at 106.
iicv Hum oi d Yt points.
fvim
TnlfnJ D1..1
nium.t ninci s noitcfl advance
was
nccompanied l,y one to three
point Rains in allied shares, especially
Bethlehem, Crucible and Lackawanna
steels, Republic Iron, Pressed
Steel
ana uaiawin Locomotive.
Investment rails were included In
the upswing with shippings, motala
notably the active coppers and numerous miscellaneous' Issues, the market cloning active and mostly at maximums.
Sales, 435,000 shares.
Further ease was shown by the
money market, call loans fnllinir to
per cent with increased offering of
snort time funds. .
liond dealings were again irregular,
Liberty issues holding steady In the
main.
Totals sals (par value) aggregated $6,875,000.
Old 1'nitod States bonds were
call.
Closing prices:
American Hect Sugar
' 68
American Can
46 1:

....

,

vr

A

American Smelting & Refining.
American Tel. & Tel..

....

American Zinc
Anaoonda Copper
Atchison
Baltimore & Ohio
tButte & Superior

I

. ,

S

8514

K

.
.

25
20
146
7V,
56 w.
43

.

California Petroleum
Canadian Pacific . . .
Central Leather

..

Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago. Mil. &St. Paul..,
mno copper
Colorado Fuel & Iron..,.,
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar

'

Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific
Montana Power
New York Central
Northern Pacific

Pennsylvania

12
15
32 "4
90
. B2U
.
.

.
.

.

1

.

:

.27
.

231;!,

64 ,
72 '4

.

.',

.
.

.

43K
23'$

.

Ray Consolidated

Copper

Readihg

OS

32
96

.
.

:

50

.

'.

. ... . . ... s
Erie .
Oreat JCorthern Ore Ctfs
Creat Northern pfd
Inspiration Topper
Int. Mer. Marine Pfd. Ctfs.
Kennecott Copper
Mexican Petroleum

,

77
97
17

.

ReptilBic Iron & Steel ... il',
RouthiVn PHcific
.Southern. Railway
Texas Comnany
TTnlon Pacific- V. R. Tndustrlal Alcohol
1'nitcd Plates Steel
Utah Copper
...
'.

91

.

.. 92
.
.

93 N
,

24 14

.14914
.

122

Vi

....... .122 '4

.....,.,

.106H
..80

Chicago no.Mtn of Tn.rE.
Chicago, June 20. Announcement
that unlicensed persona could not take
delivery of .cash grain on future contracts and that no speculator could
ohtain a license led to heavy selling of
corn and oats' futures today, ami
broke prices sharply. Corn closed unsettled. lT&c to 4e net lower, with.
to , 91.43 and August
July tiA2
to .11.46. Oats finished
.11.45
c to
H4o to
down, and provisions 45c
..
to t.
..
The fact that exchange
members
bad received a new warning against

FOR SALE Ford touring care electrically
equl'pped. Phnnii 2122-.1- .
FOR SALE Smith
practically new; cost 1379; goes for HiO. Phone
ir.sj-.-

Foil

Ford touring car, cheap, llar-le- v
116
Davidson motorcycle, single.
South Yale. Phone 'lf.oo-J- .
FOH KAl.E Ford touring car; demountable
rims, shock absorbers, spccUometers, extra
tires and other equlpmcntg. fester Cooper,
roioman-Hlan- k
Oaranc.
SALE

BUSINESS CHANCES.
!

OK

tiA

,

.,

111 South

Loans

,

Fourth Street

6&6

5fr6

NEW YORK SIMTAT,.
New York. Junn
Spot, I7.82H."..

Spelter Firm.

livery, spot
;

.

:

Lend

SO

Flnrfi.

Kast St. Louis

$8.108.80.

ICE.,

,.

-

s,

.

1

-

i

'.

WANTED
WANTED
Dairy.

A

Mulo.
porter at tirlinsliaw
-til

Miin-

feed stock.

-

-

Y.

M. C. A. AUto richool.

Snlo.

,.

..

-'--

.

..

M

h

Phone 999.

US

South Second.

TO

RrE. HfS

rs$

M

7

i

.

Lo'w-land- s.

50-f-

TBAZTON'&'CO.

A,

L' Martin

Co.

Fun

Santa i brick bung,
alow, two bed rooms, large living and
room
oak
with
floors, bath, kitchdining
en, sleeping ptirch,
fixtures.
Brenlln shades, side walks, uii foot lot all
fenced and gas on the street. Terms
reasonable.
W. I). CARH
Koulh Walter
'l
rhone I343-- J
KAl.l-.e-

Dwellings.

FO II R K N T J u y and A ngusl
furnixhetl
residence. 1 a North Fourth. Six room.
Furnishealious&
Poll HENT
two rooms
and sleeping porch. Nice shade. 1300
North Second.
I'Olt RENT Modern four Tociu.hoiuo furn.
Ished; no sick. Apply on preinlses. !m
West Marquette.

v

YOl

ItlCNT

South.
One furnitilieil

house
IM South Seventh. Apply t.;U West
ttold. Also four-rnoi- u
unfurnished linuse nt
411 South Seventh.
four-roo-

Utghtanflft.
Kolt KENT
Deslrstno
aottera
furnished cottage, phone tl9-Four-rooKENT
furnished bungalow
glassrd-lporches. ll:y1 Homh Arno.
OU RliNF Furnished
two.rnom cottage
with sleeping porch. 1021 Houth Wal ter.
m
lMt
house two glaHsed
in porches. Waler paid, M. I'hnne
FOIl KENT Three-roofurninhed cottage.
inquire en noutn uroaaway. Phone 2134-FOlt KENT Three-roobrick; nicely furnished; glass sleeping porch; 11.1; water
pnlrl. 111110 Hi.uth Kdlth. J'hone r"i7.
Foil HUNT Well furnished modern bungalow facing University campus. Phone 181,
mornings. Keys nt 1R24 Kast Centrsl.
FOK KENT Three-roomodern bungalow.
Completely furnished two porches; desirable neighborhood. Call lit South Odar.
FOK KRN'T Four-roostuccoed bungalow,
mi.ilern: garage, one block aoutit University on car line. Hti South' Yale. Phone 1S09-- J
FOK KION'T
Modern imic-rflohouse with
steeping porches, Ideal lacation for room
Ing and boarding house. 301 .South Kdlth.
Phone 532.
FOlt KENT Furnish d cottage, modern.
three rooms, glassei porches; University
car lines, i'hone HK1, mornings. 1 o J I KaBt
Central.

General.
FOK RUNT Kight room modern house,
heat, gas and garage. Plsnne HI 8.
FOlt HUNT Modern five-roofurnishi d
bungalow. Apply llcbber Optical Co., C'lt-leHank Hldg.

Rooms With Board.

For Rent

brick, dandy location, good
porches, basement, furnaiy. fire place, hardwood floors,
bulit
in
garage,
trees, for only $,"00. It Is a snap, good
terms.
It MeTI.ffillAV
ill) W. (iold. I'bone DOT.
Fire and Auto Insurance.
Notary Publlo

FOR RENT

Hick

Bouth

'

White Cement and Brick, 5 rooms, bath, glassed-i- n sleeping porch, furnace heat, hardwood floors, just finished,
brand new, sidewalks and trees, location Luna Boulevard.
A LITTLE DOWN AND MONTHLY
PAYMENTS BUYS IT.

Phone 999.

115 South Second.

Rooms.

Nortlu
FOK ltE.NT.-- 3

nouseaeepine to,,ma with priNorth Kourlh.
unfurnishidTtimieT
MO. inquire Moil Nnrth rleennd.
8
FOlt KENT Furnisher rooms, ill
North Becond. Albuquerque Hotel,
FOlt B EN T R'oome tm
ot week, bath;
steam heat; no slek; over Oolden Rule Store
FOR BENT Modern rurnlsneo
rooms; no
sick; running water. toH West Central.
FOK KUNT
Furnlsned rooms sir liusesei
and single rooms. 121 l i North
Third.
Foil HUNT Three rooms for light house"
keeping or bed rooms; no children. Phone
'."J40. or call I MO
West 1'entral.
IMl'KKIAI. ItOOMtt
Nh a clean
rooms;
rales by day or week; over Wool worth's,
319
West Central.
FOlt HUNT lieasiiiuttile, a large, furnished
room suitable fur one or two; some one
employed preferred; will serve breakfast,
lnis Forrester. Phone H!!-W- .
FOK Ub.NT
fim nice rooms. Inriilslied ;
light housekeeping or bedroom; board near
by; good home cooking; reasonable. No sick,
no children. MIS West Fruit. I'hone 1II44-FOlt KENT Nicely furulimed outside rooms
by tire week or month;, also furnished room
for light housekeeping, mime Hotel, corner
First and TIJeraa.
vate bath.

919

Three-roo-

50,000 to 60,000

land;

acres; well watered
suitable for cattle, or sheep.

m MlW

FOIl ltKNT

Fumlnbed room; separate

trance. 61S West Coal.
FOR. RENT Furnished rooms,
no sick, no children.
Two
FOK.KKNT
furnished

tit

mm

IT

Will consider buying stock. I mean
business and want action.

Address, Mm

South.

Ainirqig

K

.

West

r;

rooms for
housekeeping. &'.'l West Silver.
FOR RENT Nicely furnisnedoom. No slclt
703 West Kllver.
First class board. shed
FOR RENT Nicely-furnifront bed
rnom; close In. Phone 1436-J- .
0t South
Fifth.
Foil RENT Two rooms furnlHhed
for
rrotisekeeplng; also sleeping rooms. No sick
41 T West Silver.
FOlt KKNT Nicely furnished front room
W'Ph large sleeping porch, suitable for two.

FOR SALE Miscellaneous.
ScllIriR Coal on Stoves and
anfl buying; Hecond
FOR BAI.B Buggy. 810 West Copper.
Hand
Furniture Is our main busiFOR SAT.fi: A smalfsaM, fill utioa West
ness
these
days.
Central.
Came In and see us.
Foil 8AI.K A light surer and single hur- ROT
nesn,
West (Met.
STAR FURNITURE CO.
Frcsrr buttertnllk uud buitcr.
F(K HA 1.
409.
2411
118 W. Gold Ave.
I'hono
phono
FOlt KAI.IC IlUuided ltoxtou bull dog, fo.
male. SIS South Hecond.
OOD'AVost
Hold.
hand furnllui
clicup.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
Foil KKNT Three furnished hnuaeKcepiiuT FOR SALE Second
Livingston, .'II Houth riecond.
rooms, sleeping porch, Imlli, gas. $17. K.
BALE
FOR
Zennla
and
ATTORNEY'S
McClilRhau. 'JI0 West Cold, phone n7.
wonderhorry plants
;I5 cents a riosen. phone 247-FHigbianas.
WANTKD-iLacurtalmi
ce
washed und ions W. WILSON
FOR RENT rurnlsRed rooms.
Attorney
IU South
stretched, :t5c per pair. Phone oati.
Room
17 and II.
Cromwell Bulldlo
Walter, rhone 903.
t'lO.oti bicycle " at half iTriceT
Fl)lr"riAl.h!
1 1T
Phon
Jood rooias, sleeping porches
1'sed two months. Inquire Mr. Martt iu
FOR KKNT
HODF.V
kuum
Wootworlh's.
and honni. 14 Houih Kiiith,
Attorney al Ijiw
Foil KENT Large room wltn sls.plii i'OK HAI.E Furniture for four-- l m house.
Suit
I, Law Library Building
chicken naul garden, convenient to simps
porch; Ideal for two. ais East Central.
Address
'".", Journal.
DKNTWTS
FO it TtK NT KociuwlTSsioepi n gliorch ami
hoard for woman. 112 Norlh Waller I'hone For" HAl,E--iiowa- rd
upright piulio. walnut KB. i. B, KRAFT.
1754.
finish, worth 1400; excellent condition:
,
" Drala) Snrgeoa
1110 cash. Address Mux 40. care nf Journal.
Aootn
l,
FOR KKNT Itooms furnished for houseFhoae 114
Barnett Building
conduiTm;
keeping, large sleeping porch. 110 Bouth FoK tfAl.r:AanVlnf(ratrla
Appointment Made bv Mall
In uee only 12 mouths l ost :.'Oi, win m il
Walnut.
..
terms to ii. i. torp
Foil ltKNT Two furnished rooms and very cheap and will niake easy1
.
Dentist
quick buyer. Llvlngtitou Furniture Co.,
sleeping porch for light housekeeping. J;'l Hoiith
Rooms
Mellnl Building
Hecond.
rt'rolh Waller.
PAINT .
. ROOF
FOK KKNT
Rooms will) sleeping porch uOo
under
oar
ear
will
per
gallon.
Roof'
FOR SALE Real Estate.
with or without board. Phone (71. 1K3
Improve from year to year. We can put on
Rast Central.
new
will last as long; a tht FOR Bai.B
Lot on
ir;h Htgir 16 feet
Furnishedfront rem private abuilding. roofThethat
FOHRE.NT
Manxano Co. Phona lJl-W- .
from central Ave.
front. I'hone 1(11 J
entranc, close to good boarding house. 10 South Walnut.
Ill .South Walter,
PHYHICIANS
AND HfJKORONS
rch
EK1H cartion roof paint and roof cement
FO Kit EN!' Sleeping-poand privileKO
. stop
leaks; last five years. Use Devo
VH. MARfMRRT O. CARTWRIOHT
of using kitchen for lady; boarding house
ready paint, floor paint, Vejspar, Jap a'-1 sc.
Practice IJmlted la Werora
close by. Call 1175.
aaal OhlU
cold water kalsonilne, and be satisfied.
Hl.ria...
Thn. F. Keleher. 401 W. Central, Phon 410. lit! B. Central alreat'a
Goners!.
Phone 171, Albuquere.De, N. M
FOlt KKNT Nicely
furnished
modern
DIIS. Till L
BARBS
room for light housekeeping, phone 177a.
I'raetlc limited to Pre, Rat, Nose aaal
FOR SALS)
.
.
THROAT
0NI5
J stage Centrifugal pump and
Office Hour: 10 to U; t to I
motor. With pressure control. ApState
Nafonal Bank Building
ply O. Weluman. care Econora'.et.
.

....

"

i.lit

or

,i

,

,

M.

en

ladles who need a nurse's
Mrs. Jlortilte Miller, 1117
care, I'hone
'
Walter.
purua wltlt
lllllll class board and eleeplng
reom at summer rates, (Iff. KM douth A too.
Phone ltdt-i?OR RUNT
Sleeping porch and furnished
room; table hoard. Mrs. Ahbett, 101 North
...
Walnut. Phone dsn.
Foil KMN'T Hoard and room wltlysleepiug
rules
porch for young women at rcasrinble
V. W. C. A. Phone SKI. '
ROOMS with or without boaru, utrg
airy
roams, good board.- Hot and cold .water.
.
1104 South Third. Phone loss.
,'
t
FORRBNT Deslrahieri)omT Vith'eieeping"
porch, hot and cold water, f,. it class table
board.
WANTEa-PottiCasa de 0m. fl8 West Mold.
on.
HADT NOOK ranch uffera excellent room
WA N 1 K U W HI re pal r
and board. Just the place to get strong.
o
contract. "V," For rates phone 2(?F-4- ; free transportation
painting, a Go hour
Journal.
Accommodation now available, lira H, B.
- - Thomaa
WANTED Situation by experienced
with knowledge uf accounting. It,, MUM. W. H. REKr. of the Lockhsrt Raaoh
care of Journal.
Iran moved to 03 Bouth Arno street,' where
;
.
l423 F-WANTEDPfmltlon by Htehoftrflplrer, ,Uiok-kecpe- r. sl.s Is prepared to tak ' health - aeeker
,
FOR SALE A few food Poland
chin
yourwr' lady of fotrr yearn active Phone JJSS
sows, bred or open. One good work
Addreas N. caro Journal.
experience.
reasonable.
Irnrse,
Phona
8412.F3.
FOR RENT Apartments,
reed
W'ANTKD
Poaltloh by capable young man
Extra! fTrie
yiiung-peitlgFOR PAlK
furnlxhed apart
driving any kind of ear, or help around FOlt KENT Three-loostock
Flemish
New Zeabreeding
Giant,
Phone-151T-Ja garage. Address R. F. cttttr amirrwtt
ments, modern, gas.
'
land, and Itufus Red Belgian hares. William
FOR RENT Two and three-rooapart Oestreeh. fir.. 24 North Eleventh Htreot,
ment and sleeping room.
Richland Alburuerque(, N. 74T.
ilanchet
FOR SALE.
'
mail House.
FOR SALE Will sacrifice two good all
Fo7fVXCE--ust ell,' "a Vi7garin,u
ed
round horses with good double sot harhousekeeping apart- ranch, all In wheit, and nlfalfa- Innulre ' FOR
1
ness.
roent.
Hotel,
Aleunueraue
North
Rancho De Atrlsco, near tilckenson',
12R9-tit
or
417 West Central. Phone
.
Second.
or IIS Honth Fourth
t aet Al fruit and al- FOR KFJN'T Three, or four roo;n furnished FOR HAI.E Freelr
FOB BALB-T- he
Jersey eow und heifer
falfa ranch in the taller, must be mti
apartments, modern; the :oo bimk Houtli
calf: also: three good driving horses,
at once; a bargain; three acres of okolee Sixth.
1100 pounds. Louie Clarion, 710
Havoy hotel "nfflee.'
about
Inquire
weight
m
two-roobearing fruit trees', real In alfalfa;
.
modern apartment Kent Ave.
house with s'eeplng eorche! plenty of FOR RK.N'l
nearly new large sleeping porch. . 43om- - Tiire n'ib CRAitiE Durtoo uot: com- almost
out buildings: this year's crop
PANV Of AlliUfiuerque. N. M., I.AROEKT
pletely furnished. 112! East Gold. Phone 4S
pay for the place. Phone IM or eall al 1U Ask
for Mr. Wehklng. '
breeders of pure bred hogs In the
. J
tte.
West Ctanrral.
THB WASHINGTON,
Wel OB-tra- l. SPECIAL BAKtiAIN PRICES FOit JUNE
.1251.00
The finest modern family apart, One 750 lb. Duroc Hoar
,
Inn. co
ment house In Ire state. For well feopls One 400 lb
.s 00
;
v
furnished One 15 lb
Phont 302?. Apartment
e,
FOR aAl.K
mudern, only.
iffi
lb.
One
300
or
Bskm.
furnished
J.
I.
Prppv
partly
two bath rooms, range, shade, garage,
,
lb.
One 100
80.00
close In. Thaxton A Co.
PURE BRED WEANED PIUS at
12.10
FOR SALE Poultry and
Native scrub Mexiesn pigs
t oo
FOR SALE-N- Ic
hoane, rurnlshed a ad s
1211
offlco
Bouth
Third.
Phone
128.
City
good paying bsjslnes. 14,00. half eaah. FOR KAI.F. Pigeons. 22 West Marquette.
240S-FRanch 5 miles south. Phone
Bank
Bungalow, Joon.sl of flea.
flooa, .Navajtw. ,guse
FOR, SALB Entire
reference, FIRHT NATIONAL.
FOR SALE
My residence 4n. University
oimbed R. I. Red. Mrs. Lv B. Thomas,
;
;
'
Height. Sleeping porches, garage, sta 71 T Bast Haxeldlne.
CHIROPODIST.'
Term If necetrrry. Phone M or 1S2-- J.
FOR SALE B. C White .Leghorn
ay
Oorns and
re
Five-roocallouse
FOR SALE
modern bungalow,
Phone CHTropWjIST
chick and hatching eggs. Box
moved without twin. Bunion treated; Ine
t
Will enn filler
VIM. Gentry' Peultry Ranch.
In tradp; monthly. pay-mL.
C.
nails
cured
Ctraae.
Overland
grown
if desired. Phone 2244 .or .addreM R. FOR BALE
"Lyer and Payer" Whit Lj-hnr-n Hot.l go. 1. W.ar Central. Phone
4.
pat .Tnitrnnl.
baby chicks, f II for 100; lt.10 for II,
15 for II.
Yott's Poultry Ranch, p. O. bos
MONEY TO LOAN.
1ST, city: Phvine 1TTT. - 'V.
,f
FOR RENT Office In suite or single, Call
PASTURAGE.
upstairs, over Woolworth's store.
FOR RENT Pasture wltn water In. elty FOR
office room, fin
RENT
Miscellaneous.
location, next to Postofflce. Ill South
llmlta II. SO -per - month la advaaoe,
Fourth.
'
'
SoP.bEB and nig
Phon 41TI-Jem.s Soring; aaean
rate, n. uarcuk lwl NortB Arao.
FOR RENT
front conaecUnc office BKVK.NTT: aore of pasture,
par
room over Golden Bill Store. Inquire
Dolde'. Ranch, I mile - axmtl FpR TtENTeiflrTvinJ"h"oT
and bn
........
Revn il.
-esoa loH- tews, Sba'as
y
(ot
WANTKD

wsa

Sob

Five- - room

w

--

IBUHGALOW

N1EW

REAL ESTATE, FIRE INSURANCE,
LOANS.
Phone 166.
216 West Gold.

lUf,

X

VOU

lea

Efgs

'Will buy a nice
house, 'fine location one block
from Central in Highlands, newly papered and painted in- -'
: ,
:,
side and but.
A fine rooming or boarding proposition will pay for it- Self. - ... -.;'. -

I

'

HW BROKEN

Six-roo-

JRJAJuses

;

I

pressed brick,
close in hume. Well situated in
with lawn, walks, gas, garage,
modern bungnlow, close In and everything necessary for the
lowlands, hardwood flonrn, fireplace, buslnesp man., A good place; M, 750. 00
2 porches,
t.
lot. Owner is leaving
town and must ell til once.
The
is
See
right.
price
THIRD AND GOLD.

Aorth.
i

II

E

McMANUS

3Nrb nImla Rt

For

FOR RENT
s.
Atatlllew

Mill

'

SAX-ftH-

To PW Fr

GEORGE

JFOLfcLlvert

de-

,'

(TIICAGO PROD

1

CMm

HELP WANTED.

If

99c:

j

FOK KENT

....

.

"

Bal Estate, Insurance,

'

Train for serske.
combined.
VVA XTBD
r)ld Town.
Motormi n. Ajiply at C'lly
trie t.V,.,. office. New
liullillng.
FOft KALE Tailor ohop for less than bait
Its value, if taken at once. Failing
W'ANTEIJ
A mllkar; ais. a Uriu band. Ap.
selling. Lnst year's business over
1903
Fnurt h.
North
Uczemek's
Dairy.
ply
119,000. Address Hx 364. Wlnsiow, Arlu.
must understand
WANTErNlgncook
One
HUNT
store,
of
best
double
FOR
tha
Mecca Cafe.
pastry, experienced.-Applbuildings and nest located for general
and
merchandise Jn tha elty. Res J. D. Eakln at WA.NTKD Woman cook, f bt; carpenter)
laborers.
Agency, 110 Houtn
Waililngton Apartments 1002 West Central. TMrd. PhoneEmployment
64.
Phone tnft
WAN'rWli
Experienced bookkeeper at Hoy,
fC. M. Apply nl Charles J Iff lit Company,
TYPEWRITERS.
A
'
Ibuquerque, or Lhs VejjHS, K. M.
PracTYPI0WUITBRH
All makes, overltaHled and WANTED Competent stenographer.
tical knowledge of bookkeeping very essehT
repaired. Hibbons for every machine. Atlal.
Ilernallllo
814
Coin.
Mercantile
$100.
Phone
Salary
lbuquerque Typwrlter Exchange.
IK
Hnnth irnnrth
pany. Iternallllo. K. M.
WO VKUNM K NT AKUUS
.
OUiUKd Ml
Examinations
PERSONAL.
everywhere
Washington.
July 7. Experience unnecessary. Men and
women desiring government positions wilts
for free particulars
to J. C. Leonard,
Kenots
(former civil service examiner.)
DRESSMAKING.
ftldg.. Washington.
W A NT E I J Machinists
to operate lathes,
planers, boring mills, etc.. In construction
of electric
and conhoists.
crushing
centrating
machinery for industries furhad a bearish Influence on provisions. nishing
supplies 4o our boys "over there."
i ,,
The;' are doing their part nobly and we
Closing prices: .
Corn July, $1.42; Aug.. $1.45. must do our bit at borne. ienver Engineering Works, 80th ft Blake, Denver, Colo.
Oats July. 72 c: Aug., SH'c.
Phone Main 47H1.
Pork July, $41.80; Sept., $42.30.
mare.
I.ard July, $24.70; Sept., $24.87.
Ribs July, .$2B.60; Sept.; $23.07.
W A T EiJ ti n fur general help. 211 riouttl
High.
XEW YORK t'OTTOX.
WA.TBU
Xh,
Competent saleswoman..
Economist.
New York, Juno 20. Cotton futures vVANTEO Maid for general housework.
closed steady.
Apply noil North Kourth. I'hotie ill:
July. $26.76: Oct..
$24.81 Deci $24.41; Jan.. $24.26; WOMAN For general housework; no cook.
March $24.13.
Ing. Address Bog 6xl, Albuquerque.
WANTED Wonian for general housework;
NEW YORK MOXF.Y.
no laundry. Call at Cos South Arno
phone l'30o.
Ulrl to wait table and do cliam
WA.NTKD
New York. June 20. Mercantile
liOa
per work. I'hone Mrs. Keed l'3ari,
paper, four and ' six months, 6 per South
Arno.
cent; sterling 60 day bills, 4.72
per
Stenography, Bookkoepliui.
cent; commercial 60 day bills on TBI.KCItArilT,
Board, room and tuition may be earned
banks. 4.72 per cent; commercial 60
Business Colleges, Los Angeles and
Mackay
day bills, 4.71
per cent; .demand. Fresno.
4. 15 116 per cent; cables,
4.76
launWANTK1J
leer.
and
notisewives
cent.
per
dresses to call on their grocers and purRar silver,
chase a t'lal package of l,a France LaunMexican dollars, 77c.
cents. Knoiigh for two
dry Tablets for
This wonderful tablet proGovernment bonds, steady.
large waslHngs.
duces the effect of a water softener, dirt
Railroad bonds, irregular.
and linen whitened. It Is one of
Time loans Steady. Sixty days, loosener
the greatest labor savers on tho market.
per cent; 90 days,
You simply dlKaotve tablet with a half rake
per cent; six months,
per cent. of ordinary laundry soap and soak elothea
Call money Weak.
High, 6 per In same; rinse and they are ready for the
3
but dirt, (iuaranteod
low,
cent;
per cent; ruling rate, 5 line. to It hurts thenothing
hands or, the finest fabric,
injure
per cent; closing bid, 2Vfe per cent; not
or money
Hattsfactlon
guaranteed
absolutely
offered at 3 per cent; last loan, 3 per
....
Cheerfully refunded..
cent.

Market
Chicago... June
hldher. Creamery, S743c.
Efflts
Market unsettled. Receipts
16,082 cases, Firsts, 32 H ft 34c; or
dinary firsts. 29 32c;
it mark, cases
information
unless
disseminating cr6p
included.. 29(ffS3o. , u
from rigidly accredited sources,.. tendPotatoes Market j lower. Old re
ed also to discourage the .bulls..
12 cars: Wisconsin.
Michigan
cipts Minnesota
' sacks,
there were prospect's that the and
$I.501.60;
hot. wave would be completely broken same, bulk. $1.25 1.35. New
receipts
' ,(. ,
,
tomorrow.
50 cars. Texas and Louisiana sackeri
Oafs went down grade with corn Triumphs. $2.50 $f 2.90 ;i same, white,
chiefly as a result of the food admin $2.252.5e.- - - ' '
j.istration
t
,,
rulings,
Alive, unchanged..- - 11
News from Washington relative to ..Poultry
VAattHionitl 'jfarkts on' Vago Fim'r.)
the licensing. of stockyard-lndustfie- s

lo

FUElkllEE

A.

(HITS iVahkHch

1.

WANT?

FOE SALE

s

Stock

I

)

-

12.500.
frame, bath etc.,
sleeping porch, line shade trees, cement block garage, good bnrn; completely furnished; 4lh. ward.
$2,300.
shingle bungalow,
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
floors,
glassed
sleeping
porch,
garage; 4th. ward.
stuccoed bungalow In
$2,500.
Uhlveiaity Heights, modern, fireplace.
$2,600
adobe, pebble dashed,
LOST.
.
jN'r."Wa,VS-"e"modern, lot 75x142, cement walks,
I. V s i A
ea the
iu- k
cement
block
coping, 3rd. ward.
Restreet, between lead and Hascldine,
$3,200.
adobe, pebble dashed,
Dull turn to 31 a W8t Hatetdine.
modern, three good porcnes, large
One black
UOST STItAYED OR STOLEN
cemented cellar, fruit an-shade
horse, R)mt ciRhf, hundred pounds. UpWhen turn
to Highland Meat Market and receive
trees, lot 150x120; 4th ward.
f
reward.
In$1,700
water,
brick,
city
Show
side toilet,, electric lights, new
FOR SALE Automobiles.
floors, newly papered and painted;
near shops; easy terms.

RECORDS

OOlU HrVE

Willm CLA

.

--

RECEN

S

BY

J
HEVWmvt

HAVE TO

MfTMTM.

She

ILL BUY oil leases near
rilling wells or on favor
structures
able geological
op anywhere there are oil indications. Can tlnanco drilling proposition. Want to get in touch- with
men who will do leasing on comi
mission,
Box 38, l',ast
Vega. N. M.

ET SHATTERS

VLL-OUCORH-

EANT

...

Tfci!)u

HI

I

OTHt

THOUGHT

5

f

SEVEN

tuo

i

soura,

...

DR. SAPAII COKRR
i

Practice Limited to Children.

Office Room

WANTED

Mucenaneous.

WANTED Fit leen pupils by 1st, uf July to
lake Kpaulsh lessoua Lady teacher. 801
North Hecond.
WANTED To buy laying hens, prefer leghorns, must be young. Call 120s Huuttt
lllgjinr phone 2U5-.T- .
WA.VTBI
One dark
"d twln.bed and
good springs; must be cheap. 1'houe tal7
In the afternoons only.
WANTED Board and room by sentleman
eonvaluscent. private ramlly preferred.
State rates. Address K. J.. care Journal.
FOR SALE Ilcautlful Mpencar sweet peas.
long stemmed, fragrant, assorted color
7Bo .. per hundred.
Order In advance. Klo
Orando Industrlnl Sclrooi. Phone 240S-F2- .'
HIoiTESTCABIf PRICE PAID FOR JUNK
BT THB SOUTH WTJSTERN JUNK CO.,
LEAD. PHONE 111. WB ALSO
BI'T OLD AUTOS.
HAVS your mattres
renovsted. Speoial
summer rates. June only, IS up. AlbuCo., 1011 South Second.
querque Mattress
Phona 4171. PIANO TUNING and repairing. All wora
J. H.
guaranteed
trlctly first-clas- s.
Edward, wlt'j Albuquerque Music Co 111
West Central. Phone 771.
WANTED-Secondanl
men' and bora'
ciothea, (hoe and underwear. Alio truaka
and suit case. Call M, Chicago Second.
hand store, 117 South Flnt,
WANTICD-50,0- 00
bags. Pay from ic to o
each. 600 ton acrap Iron. Pay from
to
per lb. Patriotic duty. St. Lonl
Jnnk Co.. 4Q South trst treet. Phon 8Tt
WANTKD Carefuf kodak finishing by inas-te- r
photographer. Twice dallv service.
Send
Remember, satlafuctlcm guaranteed.
your finishing to a rellahls. established firm.
HaB.ua. 4 Utuwa, mailer puoioiraphera,

and I, Wright Bldg.
Fourth and Ooid.
Houi
I p. m. to I p. a.
Residence Phon 1075.
Offlc Phon 111
1

DAILT AL'TOlIoUlLE
TACB.
r
Passenger Hiatic
lx;ave HHver city 1:30 T. m.

Inve

Mognllon

:ll

p.

m.

Cars meet all trains. Largest and best
,
eiUlpied auto livery In the southwest.
BENNETT AUTO CO.
Silver City.
New Mexico.

TIME CARDS.

TOPF.KA A SANTA KB RAIL- WAY CO. .
Westbound.
No.
Class.
Arrive
Depart.
I. The Scout
7:10 pm. 11:10 pm.
I. California Limited ..11:45 am. 11:41 pm.
7. Fargo
10:45 am. 11:11am.
Fast
I. Tha Navajo
l:J0am. 1:11 am
Southbound,
101. El Paso Expreae ....
10:11pm.
107.
... 11:41am.
PasoExDroaa
Enstbound.
10. Th Scout
7:31 am. I OS am.
L The Navajo
1:44 pm.
4. California Limited .. 1:00 pm. 1:0 pm.
I. Santa F Eight.... 1:11 pox, 10:1 pm.
ATCHISON,

.........

II.

I:pm.

Kansas city and Chicago, Til
III, Kaon City sad CalesiQi I:

axe,
Gas.

1

Albuquerque Morning Journal,

EIGHT

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
west central aye.

3i8

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

ill

GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE,

ABSOLUTELY

.

315.

rnoxy

SELL STAMPS ON

JUNE 27

MEETHfi

OF

N. M.

Rotarians Frolic
at Park on River,
All 'Go Swimmin'

RQTARIANS TO

DENTISTS

HERE FOR FIRS!

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces

Friday, June 21, 1918.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

HOUSE OF HIGH CLASS PICTURES AND MUSIC

Following a luncheon at which the
principal speaker was Sergeant Sellers, twelve motor cars of Rotarians
yesterday went to liio Grande park for
a frolic.
Arrived at the pprk A. B. McMillen,
president of the Chamber of Commerce, explained in detail the plans
or the park and. exhibited a map of
the ground.

Whe Is Your Neighbor?
He May Be An Enemy to
Your Country?
How do you know that you
lire not harboring a Teuton spy
ivitl:ln your own homo?
See the sec rets of German
liH'llmdH exposed III Ibis (lll'ill-ln- g
drama of diplomacy!

i

C

California

Dozen

10

Head IjTSo

at per

Tn go today

head

Nearly 50 Delegates Register Campaign to Raise Money for
Uncle Sam Gains Momenfor Open Session; Westenhaver Chief Speaker; 14
tum; U. N. M, Summer
Schbol Students Enlist,
Join State Society.

5c

Canon City, Colorado, Cherries
l:irk

-

OKn

Sweet kind
pound

tOj

GOOSEBERRIES

Looks as if Now Was the Time to Get Thorn
HOME LAID EGGS That have our guarantee
Tt

Dozen

WARD'S

License

Food

IT. S.

STORE

No.

GROCERY
JONES

CRESCENT

It O B K II T
Coal mid South Walter,

HOMUR II. WARD
315

Kft

UUV

Marble Avenue.

riiono

Phones

57

YRIC THEATER

T

TODAY and TOMORROW

HKL
UNIVERSAL

35(
Fish Flakes, 2 tans
ScMtulrc Minced Clams, can, 20c
Crah Meat, ean . . . .35c and 50e
25c and 30c
Tuna, cnn
10c

can...

.55c

Matteucci, Palladino&Co.
Groceries and Meat
Tljcras. Phones

001 W.

495-40-

8

Strong Brothers f
Undertakers
-

PHONE
PROMPT SERVICE.
75.
STRONG ULK., COPPER
ANI SECOND.

LOCAL ITEMS
Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafn.
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. I'hone 273
Ailornev General Hurry L. ration
In Albuquerque,

be-a-

"NEARLY A PAPA"

Adults 10c, Children 5c

Admission, All Week

can
Heinz Fi riiddlng,

lllus-ratin-

STANDARD FEATURE IX FIVE REELS

ALSO A GOOD COMEDY

lobster,

THROUGH'

'SMASHING

visit-in- n

spent yesterday
ins family here.
M. Nash has returned to the city afg
ter a successful
trip to
tlio Jemez mountains.
There will be a meetinR of Adah
Chapter, Xo. 5, O. K. S., at the Masonic temple tonight at 8 o'clock.
Allm(ueriue camp, W. O. W., will
hold a regular meeting at 8 o'clock
tonight in the Woodman hall.
Neil Werning of Camn Mahry, Tex.,
ling been promoted to the, rank of
corporal, according to information
received here.
Mrs. Thomas Walsh has gone lo Kl
Pa no, Tex., to visit her son, William
Walsh, who is a machinist at a smelter in that cily.
Daniel P. Lighton. 310 South Arno
street, enlisted in the cavalry at the
army recruiting station yesterday und
left for Kl Paso.
Dan Harrington of Da til, N. M., Is
recovering from an operation which he
underwent recently at a local hospital.
He will leave for home today.
Mrs. Harry L. 'atton, who underwent an operation at the Presbyterian
hospital several days ago, was reported to be doing favorably last night.
Mrs. W.. J. Congdon, 628 South
Waller street, who underwent an operation at St. Joseph's hospital .Monday, is reported to be improving rapidly.
The local selection board short
ly will begin the reclassification
of men who were married since the
riraf; began and who claimed exemption.
Harmony Lodge No. 1. I. O. O. V.,
will meet in regular session tonight.
The entertainment that was to bo held
was postponed
until next Friday
night.
Herman Schweizcr, manager of the
Harvey news department, has gone to
tne tirana canyon on a business trip.
He will visit other stations beforo re-

Socorro and the first man tp announce
himself as a candidate for the democratic nomination for United Slates
senator from New Mexico, was in the
city yesterday.
Isa Masias of San Jose was' arrested
yesterday on a statutory charge, based
on a complaint by Kruno Armijo of
the same place. Ho is held at the
county Jail pending hi. arraignment
before Judge McClellan in police
.
court.
District Engineer C. A. Long has returned from St. John's, Ariz., where he
attended a conference or the Apache
county board of road commissioners
wth the govregarding
ernment in road building under the
federal road act.
All Girl Scouts who intend to help
clean tho 'armory for the
congress here, are requested
to meet at the armory at 2 p. m. today. Each girl is requested to bring
her broom and other cleaning "implements" and to provide herself with
a cloth for her hair and another
to prevent breathing dust.
W. J. Wright, a general merchant
of Hurnt Prairie, 111., a brother of W.
It. Wright, president of the firm of
the Wright Clothing company, arrived in the city Wednesday night,
spending yesterday here. Ijtte yesterday, afternoon, the visitor, accompanied by his brother, and Mr. and
Mrs. Trueheart, left In the Trucheart
car on a tour to Colorado Springs,
Colo., via Santa Fe. W. It. Wright will
return to the city on the train in a few
days, but the others will continue cast
after a short visit in Colorado Springs.
Mother-Daught-

turning.

Among the arrivals from nointg In
New Mexico yesterday were James
asey and . K. Evans, Tyrone; J. Van
Houton and J. C. Larkin, 11a ton; H.
W. Kelly, Las Vegas, and M.
Wagon Mound.
Mrs. C. S. Quickel and little daughter returned yesterday from a visit In
jx)s Angeles, Calir. Mr. Quickel Is
following his family by automobile
and Is expected here shortly.
O. J. Durand. state agent for the
Kansas City Life Insurance company,
left yesterday, accompanied hv Har
old Pierce, for the Jemez mountains,
where they will fish for trout for a
week.
An official Information
card has
been received from Adolph B. Roiiri-gCompany D, 356th Infantry, Eigh- division, stating that the
ship on which he sailed has arrived
safely overseas.
C. L. Tallmadge, land colonizer of
C

e,

th

s'

DOCTOR CHARGED
TH CRIMINAL
OPERATION HERE

For
wiSLX0.

RA

G E

Rediiigton evidently

mis-

--

war-

The men and women who will participate in the Savings Stamp campaign
next week will be posted on the details
of he financial features Incident to
the sale of the Stamps. As has already
been explained, the people who will
be asked to sign pledges to purchase
stamps will be solicited to put their
names down promising to buy at least
one stamp for the next six months,
1923
costing on an average of $4.18. In rethe United States government will
deem tha stamps at $5.00 each.

FIRM SUSPENDED
FOR 30 DAYS ON
s
OF SUGAR
SALE
The firm of Weiller and Benjamin
yesterday received orders from tho
food administrator to discontinue the
nalo and purchaso of sugar for thirty
days, as a penalty for violation of the
sugar rule of tho administration.
According to the state administrator the firm sold to Nicholas Herrera
of San Jgnacio, 100 pounds of sugar
(on which their profit was 35 cents).
Information of the sale quickly reached the administrator through one of
the mysterious circuits known only
to the official,' and an order was issued commandeering all of the sugar
of the firm- - Thin was placed in storage and the firm given credit for it.
It will be returned at the end of thirty days.
Meanwhile Herrera had left town.
An official of the administration pursued him in an automobile and met
him on the road. His sugar was confiscated ,bv tho administration.
In a hearing Weiller is reported as
having' declared he did not know he
was violating the ruling.
"it la the business of overy merchant to know the rulings of tho food

WANTED

Competent

Housekeeper

CALL

FOX Presents

WILLIAM

DUSTIN
FARNUM

The Rotary club will help Bernalicounty over the top in the War
Savings Stamp campaign which Is to
be put on in Albuquerque and contributory territory on June 27 and 28.
The Rotarians volunteered their services as a body at the weekly luncheon yesterday noon. Most of them will
work for two days abandoning all
their other business affairs.
Help
from another important sourco was
received by Chairman Guy L. Rogers
yesterday, when the Bummer school
students at the University of New
Mexico, enlisted In the campaign and
promised to play hookey from classes
for two days next week. It is expected the 'varsity workers will render service of much value.
Savings Stamps are becoming more
popular every day, not only in Albuquerque, but throughout the entire
country. It is Just beginning to ex-be
realized that the s:amp idea is an
ceptionally fine one; that people are
w s.b.
encouraged to sue the quarters and
the dollars that they formerly Bpont
to
ALVARAD0 EGGS.
nothing of value
heedlessly,
show for the spending. Opportunity is
On sale by
leading grocers the
now extended to small investors lo
nfU-- r
they are hud; 55c.
save their money, place it with Uncle morning
Sam at compound interest and at the
same time render extremely important service to the United States tn the
llo

"THE SPY"
A

timely

cvjicHins

Secret Police.
Foreign EnemyBronson-llowaid
I'.y George
l
Richard
Stanton
by

Also LATEST
PATHE
WEEKLY NEWS

MATINEE

Admission

EVENING

Admission.

1

40.

JESSE L. LASKEY Presents

Vivian Martin in

Dodge Car for Sale!
Party Leaving City.

"VIVETTE"

PRICE $250
FIRST.

By WILLIAM J. LOCKE and
JULIA CRAWFORD IVERS

HAY FEVER

Its alleviation and cure, by my
combined treatments of Osteopathy, Medicine and Finger Surgery.

PARAMOUNT PICTOGR APH
Entertaining and Educational

C. H. CONNER,

M. D. D, O.
Office Stern Building
Phones Office 655. Residence, 125

DR.

MARRON
821

ALONSO

IDEAL THEATER

WEST CENTRAL

Phone

FUnTrALS

Pntri.soo Lucero.
Patrisco Lucero, 1
son of
Mr. and Mrs. Augustin Lucero died
at the home of his parents in Duranes
yesterday morning. Funeral services
will he held Friday morning at 9
O'clock In Old Albuquerque.
Hurial
will bo at Santa Barbara cemetery
Fred Crollott is in charge.
CarmcHla I'lmvcs.
Carmelita Chaves, Infant daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Nick Chaves, died
last night at the homo of her
in Pajarlto. Fred Crollott is in parents
charge.
Mrs. Mary K. Bridges.
Mrs. Mary K. Bridges. 30 years old.

died at her homo on East Central
avenue yesterday.
She came here
rrom Hannibal, Mo., three months
ago. Her husband was with her when
aeatn came. H0 accompanied the
body to Hannibal last night, where it
was sent by Strong Brothers.
liOrenzo Ixrx.
Lorenzo Lopez, an employe of the
Santa Fe railroad, died at his apartment yesterday.
He was 20 years old.
Funeral
services will bo held at 9
o'clock this morning at Strong Brothers' chapel.
Burial will be in Santa
Barbara cemetery.

MNVlFsHOP,
MAN,
HAS ONE EYE INJURED

831--

ROMEO

LUNCH at

WITH

Wonderful
Its beautiful

,Wm. L Staley&Co.

Columbia Ignitor

;;"'..

Batteries No. 6

SPECIAL

-

ttttttttttttmt
4

A

at m
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x

.
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f

,

Join pie.

w.

"Two-BU-

"

r.

Jt

ft

Club,

.

:

:

BAYNE

BEVERLY

Co.

OslMrnc"
Cross."

Kodak Finishing
Why Not You?
TWICE DAILY SERVICE
i

HANNA & HANNA

Remember

MASTER PHOTOGRAPHERS

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Let Us Send a Man

USED CAR SALE

To Replace That .Broken Window
Glass.
CO.
LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE
Phone 421.
423 N. First.
.

Look Over1 the List You May
Plnd Just What You Want.

.

One

Willys-Knig-

Touring,

ht

',One6 passenger
Oakland'
--

DR. H. M. BOWERS

One

..
Overland

One

Overland

,

la
Thyalclan, tptrlallilnf
Ear, Km. and Throat, Aathma, IT ay
Fcrer, Catarrhal Daafaoa. Occidental
Ufa Bids., Third and Gold. BasMenca
office phone 88-phone 89-- Jf
Oateopntblfl

Touring,
. . ,

. . .

'

.

,

$750

.$150

Touring,

.

$300

Touring,

...

,
,
$275
One Overland Roadster. .
150
One
Overland
Touring,-

,$

One

....$150

Buick

1:7- -

Touring.

passenger

..$D50
One "Buick Touring (Light
6)
$900
One Studebaker Six, 7 pas-

Horses for Sale

--

Two Heavy Teams.
Two LlKht Teams.
Twenty Well Broken, Gentle
Saddle Horses.
Must be sold at once.'

.

:

See A. B. McMillen
or J, Pence."

SALE THIS WEEK
Cents
Each

Whitney Hardware

NIGHT 5c and 15c

COMING SUNDAY
'Baby Marie
Sold at auction for benefit of
Don't Miss It. .

Most Everybody Brings Us Their

Sheep for Sale

sifR

PATHE WEEKLY

MATINEE 5c and IQe;

HOTEL HALL

InFmVwoS

and FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN

masterpiece will ten by William
In natural eidors and noted for
costumes

ALSO

SUITSXLEANED,

gentryVeggs

JULIET

AND

BEVERLY BAYME

Slmketcarc;

EYES
FITTED
RIGHT

LNo.6.

jfeff

REPEATING HY SPECIAL REQUEST.

John Mackcy. machinist apprentice
tho Santa Fe shops, suffered a
serious Injury to his left eye while
rhone No. DM.
at work in the shops late Wednesday ALIEN
Corner Second and Gold.
BOO
afternoon.
He was watching a fellow
head fine Improved yearling
also 500 head breeding ewes
employe clip bolt heads, when a piece
REGISTERING RAPIDLY
B I TT NERWH 0 U
0 0 M S ewes;
of the bolt flew off. striking the sight
with 300 head lambs; and also a
organ. Mackey left last night for tho
of
2,000 breeding ewes with
herd
W. 8. ft.
coast lines hospital at Los Angeles.
Mis. Gertrude Bowdlch, former city
1,000 fine lambs, all at very reaTiimUe'i
horses.
saddle
and
I.lTery
Physicians hope that the sight In tho clerk here, who has been with her Red Barn.
sonable prices.
eye .can be saved.
husband at Camp Funston, returned
m. b.
to this city yesterday and will assist
the chief of police In registering alien CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
ASSOCIATION OF COAL
enemv females.
PHONE 56
Second Street and . Gold Avenue.
The registration blanks for the FREE
DELIVERY
AND
CAMj
OPERATORS IS FORMED women
address.
the
name,
require
BATCH'S OLD STAND
length of residence In city, place of
birth, date of birth, whether single
J. IT. Van Houten of Baton,
or married, citizenship of husband,
recently appointed fuel distrlbu- names of any children, place of birth,
utor for New Mexico, opened his
name and place of birth of father,
office In the federal building
name and place of birth of motner,
here yesterday. Harry F. Lee,
former clerk of the federal court,
citizenship, of each and names of
brothers or sisters.
will be his assistant.
Shortly
The registrant must state whether
after the opening of the office, a
ICOLUMByM
she
has any relatives in arms for or
conference of coal operators of
IGNITOR
if
United
the
States,
occupied
New Mexico was held and an or- against
what the nature of the occupation Is,
ganlzation to bo known as the
way
cei
whethtime of entering United States,
New Mexico Coal Operators' as- er application has been made for natsoclation was formed.
Mr. Van
uralization, and the knowledge of vaHouten and Mr. Lee were elected
40
rious languages.- Other questions perpresident and secretary respec- taining to the life of the registrant
tively,
the
of
are asked and the finger prints
Mr. Van Houten said last night
Delivered Only Willi Other Goods
"ufacuu. y ...L.l'; .V
woman are taken.
that the association will endeavor
to bring about a better eeonomlz- Many of the women who have registered are unfamiliar with the process
lngr and storing of coal. He urges
and require assistance tn filling out
everyone not to lay In more coal
their blanks.
.
than they will be able to use.
in

Adults, 10c; Children, 5c
Adults, 15c; Children, 10c

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY
We Show AH the Paramount and Artcraft Pictures

SADDLERY

109 SOUTH

n',jm

LAST TIME TODAY

IADE TO ORDER

I'hone

rtcr j na

suiJTiN

4

THEATER

DOG MUZZLES
111 W. Copper.

Liiiiirorowmiiriiiii

NO RAISE IN PRICE
This Spi'iiul rroIiK'tim

Byron Henry Ives

MAUSER'S

Drama
operations of

American

the

OX

administration," the administrator
said. "All of the other merchants do
know the rule. We will tolerate no
GRIMSHAW'S
firms which afford hoarders an optent-- "
Second and Central
the
under
'craw4
ot
a
portunity
Charged with having committed
W. ft. .
"Grlmshaw Wants to See Sou"
criminal operation which resulted in
Order taken tot service nags.
girl here
the death of a
223 West
last Tuesday, Dr. Franklin J. Patchin. Women of American Army,
whose offices are in tho Whiting Gold Avenue.
Judge
building, was arraigned before
W. W. McClellan in police court yes- TELL
HENRY'S DELIVERY
pleadterday morning. Tho physicianand his
Tour baggage trouble. I'hone 8.
ed not guilty to the charge
3 p.
-- W. 8. ft.
preliminary hearing was sot forfor an
He was released
Persons, who wish t ienew r take
m Saturday.
which
of
$2,000,
oat membership In the Red Cross
appearance on bond
was signed by C. P. Schutt and C.
ran do mo by calling at Strong's Book
was Store, O. A. Mataon Jk Co.. Grinisliaw's
DR. KING.
SPECIALIST Complaint against the physician The or Mrs. II. B, Ferguson, or by phoning
filed by the chief of police here.
com- Will ho In his office every day this
the
chairman
of
the
Membership
a
patrolman
warrant was served by
week.
when the physician was in his office. mittee. No. 1SSI-2
508
West Central Avenue. Phone
He apparently was surprised at the
685 for Appointments.
charge and maintained his innocence,
$1
the
treat
to
declaring he was called
been perFour suits Dressed $1.25.
girl, after an operation had
formed, in an effort to save her life. Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning Co.
NEW AND MODERN
Peritonitis was the cause of death
weuverr. rnone nnu.
was stated in a death certificate which
SERVICE
office
was filed in the city physician's
NOTICE
to th
The
death.
Rates
and
police
Attention
after
Special
Immediately
Diviner tn nhnrtaire of SUffar
admit that this may have been the
Traveling Public
Immediate cause of death, hut declare iuddIv. Fee's Candy Store .will
they have a physician's statement that
the infection resulted from an opera- not fill family orders for ice
tion.
cream until further notice.
H. S. HALL, Owner and Manager
Members of the police department
say that part of the Information on
Magdalena, New Mexico
which the warrant was issued was furFree Auto Meets all Trains
Hotel's
who
dead
Con-roof
the
a
nished by sister
y
girl
Hawkins, Skinner, Champion,
ELECTRIC
STEAM
is a nurse. According to the police
HEATED,
doien.
53c
Market:
San
Jose
and
LIGHTED, VACUUM
statement, two physicians were called
W.S..
'
CLEANED
after the girl's condition became dangerous and both can testify to the
Bryant's Delivery
cause of death.
FOB QUICK SERVICE
Judge McClellan said yesterday af- 223 West Copper.
I'hone 501.
nHnnn V, ., ilia rrimo nf nhnrtinn
W. R. 8.
draws virtually the same penalty as
WILLIAMS
M.
B.
secona uegrce murocr mm m cunniu-ere- d
Dentist
as such In the eyes of the law.
Rooms 1 and 2. Whiting Building

-

Springer Transfer Co.

G.

understood the spirit of the gathering
and "stumped" the party to "go swimmin'." Hardly had ho issued his challenge when the men gathered began
to disrobe and Redlngton had to hurry
in order to be the first In the water,
(nice they had thou; heads wet the
men harked back to boyhood days and
for some time heartily enjoyed their
Bter sport.
Then Redinglon decided he "had
enough " He went to the hank and
to .his sorrow found that Clark M.
Can has "chawed! beef" on him. For
some thirty minutes Redington sat on
the Jank and untied knots., in his
clothes. Then C M. Barber came out
of the water and discovered certain
A
nether garments were inlawing.
the garthorough search revealed
ments hanging In a lofty tree giving
nn imitation of the flags of the nations. Other Rotarians were persuaded to assist and the missing g.amenta
were returned to earth. Harbor's disdurposition has not been improved "foot
ing ttu? swim by an attempt!shallow
first" dive in which he hit
water.
The bathers report that the park was
almost entirely tree from mosquitos
and that it presents a beautiful scene-

'

DEATHS AND

trout-fishin-

'

One of tho most largely attended
conferences of he New Mexico Dental
society opened here yesterday in the
Klks club rooms, nearly fifty delegates from various parts of the state
registering for the conference.
"This Is going to be the best meeting we will have ever had," said Dr.
John J. Clarke of Artesia, secretary
and treasurer of the association, yesterday. "We have taken more members into the society today than we
ever did at any one time previous."
Those who Joined tho association
Drs. II. T. Snyder,
yesterday were:
mta Itita: K.
Doming;' L. A. Jessen.
L. Hammond, F. B. Huxman and Clifford Plew, l,as Vegas; II. II. Duncan
nnd L. S. Cox, Clovis; William H.
White, Silver City; L. J. Johnson and
Wilton Grlssori, Roswell: Justin F.
M. C. Kraft, AlbuDay, Santa Fe;
querque; Fred Muller, Taos and J. W.
Farley, Raton. Dr. Clarke said that
9 2 ner cent of the registered
dentists
In the state are members of the New
Mexico society.
A feature of the first day's program was the illustrated lecture last
g
night by Dr. Clarke. Slides
how rheumatism and tuberculosis mav be caused by faulty' teeth;
the faults that may develop from Imand ill fitting
proper root fillings
crowns and septic matter that Is often
were shown.
teeth
diseased
from
taken
n
The program in the morning
with thfc addresR of tho president.
He
Dr. R. H. Gudger of Silver City.
expressed appreciation of the number
of delegates present and welcomed
He also
conference.
them to tho
reviewed the work the society had
done during'the last year. Following
the secretary's report and reports of
committees, Dr. Earl Westenhaver sur-of
Kansas Cily gave his lecture on
gery. He was also the chief speaker
at the afternoon session. Following
is the program for today:
9:00 a. rn. "Exodontla" Earl M.
Westenhaver, Kansas City.
1:30 p m. "Spence's Plaster-PariC. TI. Woolgar, Magdalena.
.
Discussion opened by A. R. Strclch-crVV.
D.
Cornell,
Gallup.
Raton;
2:30 p. ni. "Interior Arch Correction" F. Williams, Los Angeles. Cep. m. "Zinc and Copper
ments" E. J. Alger, Albuquerque.
Discussion opened by O. H. Brown,
Santa Fe; C. C. Clarke. Socorro.
4:30 p. m. "Synthetic Porcelain"
John J. Clarke, Artesia.
Illustrated by sixty slides. Discussion opened by W. E. Groff, Santa Fe;
M. J. Moran, Deming.
7:00 p. m. "Business Side of DentisH. Mathews, Rochester.
try"-!,.
8 00 p. m.
Banquet. Meeting, election' of officers and transaction of
miscellaneous business.
W. Sv

Pakil

m

senger.

'

'

......$850
W

MANY

BARGAINS
AMONG
THE ABOV E. CALL AND
LOOK THEM OVER

KISTlER-OVERLAN-

f

Phono

710.

PHONE 01

CO.

D
513-51-

Hahn Coal Co.

Cerrlllos Lump

-

5

W. Central.

Cerrlllos Stove

"

"""""
ANTHRACITE, ALL SIZES; STEAM COAL. Mill
Wood, Factory Wood, Cord Wood, Native, Klndllnf, Lime,'
Coke,
.

-

wi'

rv'

